
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SEP 25 1L:39

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This is in response to your September 22 request for my
comments on Tom Paine's recommendation to the President
that Option II of the Space Task Group report be selected
as the announced space program for the future.

My views are set forth in a separate memorandum to the
President (copy attached).

Our preliminary analysis of the funding levels set forth in
the Space Task Group report leads us to believe that they
are underestimated (in addition to the fact that 1969 dollars
are used). If this is in fact the case, then if the President
chooses Option II he will be faced with even greater annual
budget increases for NASA than forecast in the report.

We have attempted to modify the program content of Option II,
maintaining the goal of a manned Mars expedition in 1986. By
reducing the Lunar Exploration program to two flights a year,
by eliminating the manned activities not directly related to
the Mars mission (i.e., Space Bases and Lunar Surface Bases),
and by developing the space transportation system and the space
station in series rather than in parallel, we estimate that the
1971-1973 annual budgets for NASA can be kept below $4.0 B. By
1980, however, a budget approaching $7.0 B can be anticipated.

These estimates are below those shown for Option II in the Space
Task Group report and admittedly are not precise. However, it
is my belief that in order for this Administration to make a
credible start to meet the goals and objectives set forth in
any of the options, we cannot go much below these funding levels.
That is why I am against endorsement of any option until after
the 1971 budget review process.
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The Bureau of the Budget needs the opportunity to conduct a
full scale analysis and review of the documentation supporting
the estimates in the report.

Should the President feel that announcement of a decision is
required now, I would recommend that he specifically avoid
endorsing any option defined in the report. These options
were composed of illustrative programs and gross estimates
of ultimate costs. If he endorses the manned Mars goal, I
would hope that the timing would be left at "sometime in •

this century" until much more review of the requirements
for meeting that goal can be completed. We are prepared
to supply you with a list of the programmatic and fiscal
constraints which should be communicated to NASA along with
the final decision made by the President.

Attachment

Robort P. Mayo
Director



November 17, 1%9

To: Jim Sclilecin,gor

From: Turn Whitehead

cc: Don Dorman



November 17, 1969

To: Dr. Russell Drew

From: Tom Whitehead

For your comments.



DRAFT OUTLINE 11/17/69

President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space 

Here we are: (412) Two successful visits to the Moon

(lieftieeEsammt=tre ii stosizzixtzs

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and of itself.

Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,

matter and nature.
iiaziarkpplicatians -- turning space science and

technology to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present

an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an

adventure for all mankind.
But it was also a vehicle for developing a space

exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- and must

now shift our focus to a continuing program of exploration

and application; space exploration will be a part of our

lives for the rest of time; we must now make it a

continuing process rather than a series of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space

Task Group, I have decided on the following major program

goals and initiatives for the next decade in space:

1. Explore the moon 
The Apollo manned landings should be eofttpiAimape4Qintel

paced at a rate to maximize scientific return

-3,-ZAtii -do

2. Explore the planets and the solar system 

During the next decade, we will launch scientific

observe every planet and to explore the

vast space between. New scientific satellites also

will be launched to explore space near the earth.

a •
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man

Knowiese=cieeitftei Experimental Space StationAwill

begin operational missions in the next few yca rs.

By the middle of the next decade, men will be working

in space for months at a time.

Extend man's capability in space 

In the next decade we will begin to design an even

longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve

both as a near-earth space station and a buildi ck

for manned interplanetary travel. We willA an m on

the planet Mars as a part of this program, wit.riairier,_

early as_.]:913:Cg

Expand earth applications 

Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources

Technology Satellite, we will pursue over .11,12inext

decade a vigorous program to emphasizefinew appli at ons

of space technology.

Lower the costs of space lama es 

Our recently developed rocket technology will provide

We

a reliable launch capability through the next decade.d

We will continue our research to make possible even

lower .costs for launching space payload in the fu 4e•
"4" "Ara-44N

7. Expand  international cooperation 

Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should

be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit

space for national purposes, but to share it. Our

ress w se as e if all nations vo rk together,

both in contributing resources and in sharing results.

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We will

seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady progress

consistent with other pressing national priorities. In addition, we

hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and move some

accomplishments nearer n time.

The importan thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. For the rest of history, we will be men  from  the

planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves accordingly.
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President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space

Here we are: Two successful visits to the Moon

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and of itself.

Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,

matter and nature.
applicatims -- turning space science and

technology to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present

an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an

adventure for all mankind.

But it was also a vehicle for developing a space

exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- and must

• now shift our focus to a continuing program of exploration

and application; space exploration will be a part of our.

• lives -for-the rest of time; we must now-make it a

continuing process rather than a series of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space

Task Group, I have decided on the following major program

goals and initiatives for the next decade in space:

1. Explore the moon
The Apollo manned landings should .be GoopiWiim

paced at a rate to maximize scientific return.

2. Explore the planets and the solar system

During the next decade,Will launch scienttfic\-
spacecraft to observe, very planet and to explore the

vast space between. NeW scientific satellites also

will be launched to explore space near the earth,.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 01*

,

 fr

,

.KA*14-evoll-414 Experimental Space Stationtwill

begin operational. missions in the next few yea rs.

By the middle of the next decade, men will be working

in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in space

In the next decade we will begin to design an even

longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve

both as a near-earth space station and a building block

for manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on

the planet Mars as a part of this program, perhaps as

early as 1986.

5. Expand  mirgitbk ap_p_lications
__________________ -ces

de411. " 

T-4.G.1-144e4-etriga.taiillip‘el we will pursue over the next

decade a vigorous program to emphasi. e new applications

of space technology. • h 

6. Lower the costs of space launches
Our recently developed rocket technology will provide

a reliable launch capability through the next decade.

We will continue our research to make possible even

lower costs for launching space payloads in the future.

7. Expand  international cooperation

./7- Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should
be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit

space for national purposes, but to share it. Our

progress will be faster if all nations vo rk together,

both in contributing resources and in sharing results.

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We will

seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady progress

consistent with other pressing national priorities. In addition, we

hope to be able to expand our effok in some years and move some

accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. For the rest of history, we will be men from the

planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves accordingly.



November 17, 1969

TO: Mr. Flanigan

FR0114: Tam Whitehead

The attache outline of a Presidential statement on space
Li a compromise between strong positive words and the
restraint necessary to mnintain the President's flexibility
in budgetLng.

You will note that I have not specifically referred to
Option II of the *MG; to do so would have the effect of locking
us into the spending stream projected for that option as •
floor on NASA expectations. (Cost estimates are already
climbing and in some eases by several hundred percent;
NASA now waste $4.5 billion for FY 71 to carry out Option II
*milker than the $3.? billion well•cted in the STG report.)

I think a draft outline should be sent to the President along
with a memo show Lag what we are and are not letting Paine
coortrnit us now to begin spending on. I am working on this
with BOB and OST. He should also be made aware of the latest
public opinion reaction on space accesnplishmonts and space
spending, along with the costa and accomplishments of a higher
funding level.

I hope to have a draft me3;no this week and assume an early or
middle December release is &bent what we are aiming for.

Clay T. Whitehead
Steil Assistant

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
Mr. Kriegsrnan

CTWhitehead:ed



DRAFT OUTLINE 11/17/69

President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space 

Here we are: (A) Two successful visits to the Moon

(B) One success in two attempts

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and of itself.

Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,

matter and nature.
Earth applicaticns -- turning space science and

technology to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present

an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an

adventure for all mankind.

But it was also a vehicle for developing a space

exploration capability.

We now have that capability — both manned and unmanned -- and must

now shift our focus to a continuing program of exploration

and application; space exploration will be a part of our

lives for the rest of time; we must now make it a

continuing process rather than a series of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space

Task Group, I have decided on the following major program

goals and initiatives for the next decade in space;

1. Explore the moon 
The Apollo manned landings should be continued and

paced at a rate to maximize scientific return.

2. Explore the planets and the solar system 

During the next decade, we will launch scientific

spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the

vast space between. New scientific satellites also

will be launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man

A newly designed Experimental Space Station will

begin operational missions in the next few yca. rs.

By the middle of the next decade, men will be working

in space for months at a time.

4. Extend mants capability  in space 

In the next decade we will begin to design an even

longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve

both as a near-earth space station and a building block

for manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on

the planet Mars as a part of this program, perhaps as

early as 1986.

5. Expand earth applications 

Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources

Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next

decade a vigorous program to emphasize new applications

of space technology..

6. Lower the costs of space launches 

Our recently developed rocket technology will provide

a reliable launch capability through the next decade.

We will continue our research to make possible even

lower costs for launching space payloads in the future.

7. Expand international cooperation 

Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should

be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit

space for national purposes, but to share it. Our

progress will be faster if all nations v.o rk together,

both in contributing resources and in sharing results.

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We will

seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady progress

consistent with other pressing national priorities. In addition, we

hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and move some

accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. For the rest of history, we will be men  from  the

planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves accordingly.
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President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space

Here we are: (A) Two successful visits to theMoon

- (M One success in two attempts

. Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and of itself.

Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,

matter and/nature.

_Earth applications -- turning space science and

technolo# to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present

An investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an

adventure for. all mankind.

But it was also a vehicle for developing a space

exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- and must

now shift our focus to a continuing program of exploration

and application; space exploration will be a part of our.

--lives -for-the- rest of time; we must now make it a

continuing process rather than a series of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space

Task Group, I have decided on the following major program

goals and initiatives for the next decade in space:

1. Explore the  moon
The Apollo manned landings should .be continued and

paced at a rate to maximize scientific return.

2. Explore the planets and  the solar system

During the next decade, we Will launch scientific

spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the

vast space between. New scientific satellites also

will be launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop  an extended  earth orbit capabilily for man

A newly designed Experimental Space Station will

begin operational missions in the next few yea rs.
By the middle of the next decade, men will be working

in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in space

In the next decade we will begin to design an even

longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve
both as a near-earth space station and a building block

for manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on

the planet Mars as a part of this program, perhaps as

early as 1986.

5. Expand earth a,pplications

Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources

Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next

decade a vigorous program to emphasize new applications

of space technology.

6. Lower the costs of space launches 
Our recently developed rocket technology will provide
a reliable launch capability through the next decade.
We will continue our research to make possible even

lower costs for launching space payloads in the future.

7. Expand international  cooperation

Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should

be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit

space for national purposes, but to share it. Our

progress will be faster if all nations v\o rk together,

both in contributing resources and in sharing results.

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We will

seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady progress

consistent with other pressing national priorities. In addition, we

hope to be able to expand our effoiq in some years and move some

accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. For the rest of history, we will be men  from the

planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves accordingly.



November 10, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Willis Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

The White Mouse has requested Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Science and Technology, Myron Tribus,
to chair an interdepartmoatol study of Alaska's
telecommunications problems. This will be a short-term
Wort over the next few months to assist the officials of
Wit State with policy-level decisions regarding the
opportunities and costs for telecommunications in Alaska.

NASA's participation in this study is particularly
important because of its unique familiarity with certain
aspects of this problem. Dr. TAWs has already been in
preliminary contact with people from your agency regarding
availability of staff and budget resources for this inter-
departmental effort. SkeuId the issue come to your attention,

I would like to emphasise that the White House regards this
as an important study and hopes that you will be able to
contribute resources, primarily La the form of staff
participation, not to exceed $100, 000.

Clay T. 'Whitehead
Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

J./



THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERC
E

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM TO DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Subject: Alaska Project

je—

Attached is the information about the po
licy level persons you

promised to contact to help assure firm s
upporting services for

the Alaska communications project. In addition to these Federal

agencies, you were to urge funding from 
Alaska through Governor

Boe's office.

I appreciate very much your helping in
 this way to assure adequate

resources for the project. I do feel, as I expressed in your office,

that various deadlines are putting us
 under pressure to begin work

as quickly as possible.



FUNDS DESIRED

Commerce $100K

Defense 100K

NASA 100K

Alaska 100K



Department of Defense

Staff already contacted:

Mr. T. J. O'Brien
Deputy Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

together with

Mr. William Ellis

Current Status:

Mr. Ellis has indicated that DoD will supply "some" money and staff.
The amount is not yet determined.

Policy level contact:

Honorable Barry J. Shillito
Assistant Secretary
Installations and Logistics
11-55254

Request:

Resources not to exceed $100K. These may be contributed in the form of
staff or money. If the contribution is in the form of staff, that support
should be appropriate to the needs of the project.



National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Staff already contacted:

Dr. Walter Radius
Communications Program Office

together with

Mr. Russ Burke
Mr. Jerry Rosenberg

Current status:

Dr. Radius offers NASA support in identifying sub-problems which should
be given to private contractors and in setting up the contracts. He
suggested going to Administrator Paine for money support.

Policy level contact:

Dr. Thomas O. Paine
Administrator, NASA
13-36931

Request:

Resources not to exceed $100K. These may be contributed in the form of
NASA staff, MASA contractor staff, or money. If the contribution is in
the form of staff, that support should be appropriate to the needs of the
project.



Thursday 11/6/69

6:00 Called Marge to let her
 know that this was one

 of

the letters the BOB ha
d requested; therefore,

 we

would not be preparing
 an acknowledgment and

would send the origina
l to BOB for inclusion 

with

letters from the other
 agencies.

She agreed that PMF
 should not acknowledg

e it

in that case.



11/6/69

To: Clyde

From: Eva 3Daughtrey

Attached is the letter I

discussed with you on the

phone. Thanks for your

help In getting it to the

right person.

Letter of 10/22/69 tO the

President from T. Paine.



Wedneselay11/5/69

11:15 You had sent a copy of the attached to BOB for draft reply.

Dwight Ink's office advises that each year at this
time BOB requests the agencies to make a submission
in accordance with Circular A-44. It is not their
procedure to acknowledge any of those submissions.
BOB has received a copy of NASA's submission; therefore,
they have what they need. Under Circular A-44, the
agencies are supposed to submit their letters to the
President (through the Budget Bureau); however, some
of the agencies send their replies direct to the President,
with a copy to BOB -- which is what they did in this
case. Theref:ore, they would suggest no reply be made
to this.

Clyde Byer - Dwight Ink's secretary
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10/31/69

To: Robert Mayo

From: Tom Whitehead

Could you pleaue have a
draft reply prepared.



TO:

THE WH ITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Date /-2 V

FROM: Peter Flanigan

FYI

Draft reply

Pleaie Randle

File

Other remarks



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

OCT 2

The President
The White House

Dear Mr. President:

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has exceeded its
cost reduction goal of $125,000,000 for Fiscal Year 1969. Acceptable
savings reported for the year amounted to $155,547,280, or $30,547,280
over the goal. The enclosed report summarizes these savings by major
category and provides examples of the numerous individual actions,
both large and small, which were taken by NASA personnel to improve
efficiency and economy.

We will continue to emphasize the importance of reducing cost and .
improving efficiency and economy., NASA has consistently followed the
policy of setting what we consider to be realistic goals and striving
to reach or exceed them, if at all possible. We prefer this policy
to one of setting a goal each year somewhat higher than that for the
previous year, without regard to the facts and circumstances of the .
current situation. For this reason, we have set a NASA-wide goal of
$120000000 for Fiscal Year 1970. We believe we can reach this goal
and we will try to exceed it.

A separate report on savings which were made by our principal contrac-
tors during the second half of Fiscal Year 3.969 will be forwarded at
an early date.

Respectfully yours,

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

Enclosure



Tuesday 11/4/69

11:15 Marge had called earlier to say that Bill Patterson
would be calling later today concerning an appointment
with for Friday. He has been highly recommended
by Cong. Bob Wilson. Mr. Flanigan would like to
have you talk with him concerning either the management
job at NASA or the DTM -- and then give him a rundown
on Mr. Patterson.

I have scheduled the meeting for 11:30 Friday morning.

Meeting
11/7/69
11:30 a.m.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Bill Patterson (215-962-4937) called

to see if you could see him tomorrow,

11/4 or Friday, 11/7. Bob Wilson

suggested he call you for-an appointment

se?.attached. Patterson is interested

in a position with the Administration.

Yes No

4th, 7th

Refer to tata")

i„a 
luu4:

i-n plexA,Alc....--; ewe re4
vAJ4.1 -1-21 37-71
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CC: Lamar Alexander

cc.: Harry Flemming wiincoming

ucc: Darrell Trent w/iacomin,g



L93 WILSON

36111 ID:s1v.icT or CALtroRNIA
(SAN 01[00 CouNTY)

PAUL L. TSOMPANAS

140?.11Ni.STRATIvE (Cfaigcs:z'Qi tf3e nftcb tit

=ifyituLeo 3..keprtskratitib.u;

VicobirlEten, )1).<2., 20315

October 14, 1969

Dear Pete:

ARMED SERVICE5 COMMITTEE

SU3CoMMITTESI
RETir.thiLtrr

TACTICAL Alit SueroRT

CHAIRMAN. NATIONAL FiErNJoLICAN

CON:IRE:us:Oh:AL COMMITTEE:

Enclosed is a resume on Willia
m H. Patterson, a

long-time friend and supporter
 of the President. He was in

Whittier College with him, and 
later worked very effectively

in his Senate campaign.

With Bill's background it would 
seem to me he

should bc valuable in the Adminis
tration. I have suggested to

Bill that he give you a call an
d set up a mutually agreeable

time to meet. I certainly hop
e you can meet him and evaluate

his ability. He's a really so
lid individual who has an outstand-

ing record and reputation.

Since rely,

/77
Bob Wilson

Member of Congress

Mr. Peter Flanigan

The White House

Washington, D. C.



PATTERSON , WILLIAM H.
919 GREAT SPRINGS RD.
.ROSEMONT, PENN. 19010

V.MITY: WIFE-ALMA
FIVE CHILDREN- GAIL------22

VAUDENE-21
EVELYN-18
CAROLYM:17
BILLY----4

OFFICE TEL: 215-942-4937

HOME TEL. : 215-145-8337

BIRTHDAY: 11 NOV. 1918
FT. BENTON, XONT.

EDUCATION: BS DEGREE IN MATHEMATICS-WHITTIER COLLEGE
MS DEGREE IN PHYSICS -WHITTIER COLLEGE
OTHER GRADUATE WORK AT -UCLA

-UNIV.OF CALIF. EXTENSION
. -HARVARD & MIT (RADAR SCHOOL)

PROFESSIONAL WORK

196.8 to PRESENT-MANAGER OF RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
FOR GENERAL

LfdlTiffarS-1571-Cir-S-T;TEMS—. —
ihis'iftion hElas responsibility for all 

of the

research and engineerins for all 
manned and unmanned space

systems. This includes such programs
 as Nimbus, ATS F/G,

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, M
annedC.Obitai Labol'atory,

Manned Space Station for NASA, Earth R
esourses Satellite,'

Data Relay Satellite, Direct Broadcast
 Satellite, and

Several Classified Satelles. This 
work encompasses a b::'0.7:1

spectrum of technoloz7Ly disciplines. 
In addition his pc;ople

are responsible for the design of sever
al space experiments,

solar power arrays, ground tr
zAnsmitting systems etc. He.

supervises approximately 2,000 tech
nical people in the

Valley Forge area and approximat
ely 500 at off-site locatio

.1.96-1.07 --DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER OF GENERAL_
ELECTRICS MA=0 S?;.(2-c.

. -DEPARTMENT -- —

--in ti---3rs position he was res
por:ible for all of the

program management and development 
subcontracts for all

programs in the department. This 
included several N!'.SA

Air Force manned spaee systems and 
technoloz;yy contracts

Of which the Manned Orbital Lab
oratory and the IMBLS

programs were the key ones. This wor
k included the total

direction of the programs includin
g systems engnocring,

scheduling, program control, cost 
control, confizuration

control, design reviews, customer 
interface, developmen

subcontra(t selection and manageme
nt, etc. In addition

acted as a deputy for all other func
tions such as enincrin:

design, manufaetu..cing, personnel, fi
nance, etc., and rx.ted

for the department genexal manager in his
 absense. This

department had approximately 1500 p
ersonnel), and about

$150 mill5;on in development subcontract
s. When this

department was combined with three other
 departments and

the Space Systems organization was formed he was prom
oted

to General Manager and put in charge of the total combined

research and engineering department.



PlpTERSON, WILLIAM 110 (Cont.)

19,61=15(1.5=-V ice President of General Dynamics-Astronautics
. In this role he was in charge of all advanced systo:ns.

This included advanced versions of Atlas and Centaur space
boosters, advanced ICBM's, pre6iSion tracking systeels
aianned-and unmanned space systems. The work included dlcct
responsibility for all the engineering, planning and mar;:e1r.
for these systems.He was also responsible for administee-:—.z
the independent research and development budget as well as
certain technology contracts. Approximately 700 people.

Part of 19614pecial Assivimex).t to the Chairman. of the Board of
Directors of General Doamips Cou.-New York CitY

During this assignment he conducted a special study
on the future direction of government buainess over the
next ten years with special emphasis on how it would
affect the direction of research and development in the
company to meet the challenge. During this he visited many
of the government laboDatories, talked with many of the
key scientist in both the universities and the government,
reviewed many ideas with key decision makers at various
levels of government.

60--Duuty General Manuer of the.Atlag Weanon System-General
-VEEml Ii'c-Yo

He was responsible as the deputy for the total desin,
developaent and deployment of the Atlas weapon 21.L3
included all aspects of program control cost and schedule
control, technical design, testing, test facilities,
specifications for subcontractors as well as associate
contractors, integration of the total Atlas system, spec*-
ifications for the Corps of Engineers for preparing
,operational sites, installation and checkout of the
operational s,7stems manayIng development subeontracts,
coordinating between all associate contractors. etc.

• During the period he also was given several special
assignments. One was to pull a team together to establish
Americas first Hydrogen-Oxygen space booster-Centaur.
Another Was to lay the technical groundwork for incorporaLe
the all-inertial system in Atlas.

1951-1,254=Overall_prsOect Engineer on the Atlas ICFi-Gonel

He Was responsible for all of the early: research r:1d
development on the Atlas weapon system. This included
vehicle design, structural and dynamic design analysis,
thermal analysis, propulsion and propellant studies,
stabilization and control, telemotering systems, electrical
power and distribution, precision rad lo-inertial guidance
system, aeto-pilot design with cumputeriv.e closed loop
analyses, electronic subsystems ground checkout and test
equipment. Extensive systems analyses and trade off studies
and designs were conducted through this period.

19,!j-6,07.1250--Aerophysics Research. on Misslles-Geneal Drnnmies
D lEs7 Tn. in 'ta'ae ICBN

research in the United states. The early work we.s 6.evoted
to the basic fundimontals analysis t.nd dosi3no merely to



PATTERSON, WILLIAM H. (Cont.)

1946!4950-(Cont.)
prove conceptually that it was feasible. During this
process he and his colleagues established most of thr.!basic pribciples now commonlv used on all ICBM and
space booster design. Such things as swiveling roeetcontrol, separable reentry vehicles, vernier rockets Co::fine velocity control, radio-inertial guidance systesfor precise accuracy, light weight structure etc,

Once the princiDles were theoretically established atest vehicle was designed and three were flown. He ra:3responsible for the aerodynamic analysis and design, thestabilization fins, the dynamic and control analysis forwhich the autopilot and swiveling rocket motors weredesigned.
Later in this period he was put in charge of preli-aln-ary design of all missile systems including ground toground, air to ground, ground to air and air to air. Thiseffort included ramjets, rockets and turbojets.

1942-1945- United States AMY
After being drafted into the Army he took basic train-

• ing in the anti-aircraft. After basic trainf!;ng he set up
• and taught mathematics school for prospectize officer

candidates.
He attended officer trainschool and was comuissioned

as a second lieutenent after finishing among the top five
of his classy and was selected for radar school.

Then he served as a radar and communications ‘officer
in the USA ana in the European theatre. He received ne
Bronze Star, Crois de Guerra, French Unit Citation mid
three battle stars. Separated as a Major.

1219-1,9417._Whi,01,er Collesp

Taught courses in Mathematics and physics while

taking graduate work at the College. Also coached the

Freshman football and baseball teams.
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Z4,11.PATTERSON

Salary Data 

At General Dymamios
" per year-1946

Last  per year-19e5" r

plus stook options A; other
benefits.

At General Electric
StartinE--------------$421500 per year-19&<-
Current--------------- 52,500 per year

plus stock options & other
bmofits.
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Tuesday 11/4/69

11:15 Marge had called earlier to say that Bill Patterson
would be calling later today concerning an appointment
with for Friday. He has been highly recommended
by Cong. Bob Wilson. Mr. Flanigan would like to
have you talk with him concerning either the management
job at NASA or the DTM -- and then give him a rundown
on Mr. Patterson.

I have scheduled the meeting for 11:30 Friday morning.

Meeting
11/7/69
11:30 a. m.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Bill Patterson (215-962-4937) called

to see if you could see him tomorrow,

11/4 or Friday, 11/7. Bob Wilson

suggested he call you for an appointment

se attached. Patterson is interested

in a position with the Administration.

Yes No

4th, 7th

Refer to

•-ri Itret‘..JL
r.)1 14 Id.

11/21 ?riti
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(sAN DiCoo CouNTY)

PAUL L. 7SOMPANAS

AOS:iNLITRATIve. ermi,:surtc.7: tbe uitb6,)ttittz'
cif. 'II epvt5Stittett11Jz)41

Gitz%Diiii;Jon, 20315

October 14, 1969

Dear Pete:

ARMED SERVICE; COMMITTEE

SUOCoMMITTEEC:

RCTIr.r.P.IENT

TACTICAL AIR SUPPORT

CHAIRMAN. NATIoNAL P.LPuoLICAN

CONORCI;SIONAL CoM

Enclosed is a resume on William H. Patter
son, a

long-time friend and supporter of the Preside
nt. He was in

Whittier College with him, and later worked 
very effectively

in his Senate campaign.

With Bill's background it would seem to me
 be

should be valuable in the Administration. I 
have suggested to

Bill that he give you a call and set up a mu
tually agreeable

time to meet. I certainly hope you can meet him and eva
luate

his ability. He's a really solid individual who has an ou
tstand-

ing record and reputation.

Mr. Peter Flanigan

The White House

Washington, D. C.

Sincerely,

Bob Wilson

Member of Congress



PATTEnSON $ WILLIAM H.
919 GREAT SPRINGS RD.
.ROSEMONT, PENN. 19010

F1 MTV : WIFE-ALMA
FIVE CHILDREN- GAIL----22

VAUDENE-21
EVELYN-18

. CAROLM17
BILLY----4

OFFICE TEL: 215-962-4937
HOME TEL. : 215-115-8337

BIRTHDAY: 11 NOV. 1918
FT. BENTON, MONT.

FtpUCATTON: BS DnGREE IN MATHEMATICS -WHITTIER COLLEGE
MS DEGREE IN PHYSICS -WHITTIER COLLEGE
OTHER GRADUATE WORK AT -UCLA

-UNIV.OF CALIF. EXTENSION
. -HARVARD & MIT (RADAR SCHOOL)

PROFESSIONAL WORK

1968 to_PRESENT-MANAGER OF RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING FOR GENERAL

ELECTRIC SJ7cESYSTEM5.
—"Yri—t-iirs—Posi-ti.oinie 'has responsibility for all of the

research and engineering for all manned and unmanned space

systems. This includes such prorams as Nimbus, ATS F/G,
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, MannedICUY.N.bitta Labo'23tory $
Manned Space Station for NASA, Earth Resourses Satellite,
Data Relay Satellite, Direct Broadcast Satellite, and

Several Classified Sateles. This work encompasses a b::oa

spectrum of technolozu disciplines. In addition his people

are responsible for the desin of several space experiments,

solar power arrays, ground trnsmitting systems etc. He

supervises approximately 2,000 technical people in the

Valley Forge area and approximately 500 at off-site locatio

12:6§-127 --DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER OF GENERAL ELECTRICS MA=D SP!.7
.

. •••• 
,dr

•DEPARTMENT
In thrs position he was respor;fLble for all of the .

program management and development subcontracts for all

programs in the department. This included several Nf:.SA

Air Force manned space systems ad technolozTyy contracts

taf which the Manned Orbital Laboratory and the IMBaS

programs were the key ones. This work included the total

direction of the prograns including systems eng::necrinzo

scheduling, program control, cost contr61, configuration •

control, design reviews, customer interface, developmeni;

subcontrat selcction and management, etc. In addition

acted as a deputy for all other functions such as ellinerf4r.-.-,

design, manufactuing, personnel, finance, etc., and acted

for the department general manager in his bsense, This

department had approimately 1500 personner:), and. about

$150 million in develoi)mmt subcontracts. When this

department was combined with three other departments and
the Space Systems organization was formed he was promoted
to General lians.ger and put in charge of th total coalbined
research and en •.r ring departroont.



TATTERSON„ WILLIAM H. (cont-)

1915.2nM.5=Vice President_of_General Dynamics-Astronutics
. In this role he was in charge of all advanced systes.

This included advanced versions of Atlas and Centaur space
boosters, advanced ICBM's, pre6iSion tracking syster.ar
manned and unmanned space systems. The work included d1 I'ect
responsibility for all the engineering, planning and
for these systems.He was also responsible for administe:::–..a;
the independent research and development budget as well as
certain technology contracts. Approximately 700 people,

Part of 1.9614pecial Assignment to the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of General Dynamics Corp.-New York City

During this assignment ho conducted a special study
on the future direction of government buainess over the
next ten years with special emphasis on how it would
affect the direction of research and development in the
company to meet the challenge. During this he visited many
of the government labopatories, talked with many of the
key scientist in both the universities and the government,
reviewed many ideas with key decision makers at various
levels of government.

1,-.9j-1.960—De_puty General Manuer of the Atlas Weanon Sys,tem-Gcner.7,1
—4--

He was responsible as the deputy for the total des1.7.i,
development and deployment of the Atlas weapon
included all aspects of program control, cost and schodulc
control, technical design, testing, test facilities,
specifications for subcontractors as well as associate
contractors, integration of the total Atlas system, spec-

ifications for the Corps of Engineers fOr preparing
operational sites, installation and checkout of the
operational se7stems, mama:31ns development subcontracts,

coordinating between all associate contractors. etc.
. During the period he also was given several specicA

assignments. One was to pull a team together to estaV15.s'n

Americas first Hydrogen-Oxygen space booster-Centaur.
Another was to lay the technical groundwork for inco-2p:1.

the all-inertial system in Atlas,

19c51-1,254--Overall_PrOect Er1:41neer_on_the_AtiasjCBM.7.qcnen.

He Was responsible for all of the early research and

development on the Atlas weapon. system. This included
vehicle design, structural and dynatAlc design analysis,
thermal analysis, propulsion/Tf and propellant studies,
stabilization and control, telemetering systems, electrical

power and distribution, precision radio-inertial guidance
system, anto-pilot design with curaputerize closed loop
analyses, electronic subsystems, ground chec%out and tost
equipment. Extensive systems analyses and trade off studios
and designs were conducted through this period.

1546.:4950-_:-.A.c.,ronhysi.c,s_Research. on. ,1.1issil,e,s-,General....Dinrypi..c!
During' this period he involved in the fir ICM

research in the United States. The ea-fly wolc was '0voted
to the basic fundlmontal p.nalyss mia ac”5i3no rely to



—TITTEnsoN, WILLIAM H. (Cont.)

i946!-4950-(Cont.)
prove conceptually that it was feasible. During thisprocess he and his colleagues established most of thc:basic pribciples now comonlv used on all ICBM andspace booster design. Such things as swiveling roc:etcontrol, separable reentry vehicles, vernier rockets fol-fine velocity control, radio-inertia“uidance systesfor precise accuracy, light weight structure etc,Once the princiDles were theoretically established atest vehicle was designed and three were flown. lieresponsible for the aerodynamic analysis and design, thestabilization fins, the dynamic and control anasis forwhich the autopilot and swiveling rocket motors weredesigned.

Later in this period he was put in charge of preli-An-ary design of all missile systems including ground toground, air to ground, ground to air and air to air. Thiseffort included ramjets, rockets and turbojets.
1942-1945- United States Army

After 1361ns cf.:2aTtal into the Army he took basic train-
ing in the anti-aircraft, After basic trainng he set up
and taught mathematics school for prospeotize officer
candidates.

He attended officer trainschool and was comlaissioncd
as a second lieutenent after finishing among the top five
of his class and was selected for radar school,

Then he served as a radar and communications officer
in the USA and in the European theatre. He received tl:e
Bronze Star, Crois de Guerre, French Unit Cltation azId
three battle stars. Separated as a Mr4or.

Taught courses in Mathematics and physics while.
taking graduate work at the College. Also coached the
FreshuLs4n football and baseball teams.

.4
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.M.H.PATTERSON

Salary Data

At General Dvnramtes
Starting---------------$2,500 per year-1946
Last --------1.072500 per year-19e5

plus stock optioiis A; other
benefits.

At General Flectric
Startinc--------------$42s500 per year-196l,
Current--------------- 52,500 per year

plus stock options & other
benefits.
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Office Telephone
Home Telephone

WILLIAM H. PATTERSON

rivnet 9
(215) 9Z-4937.
(215) LA 5-8337

General Manager - Research & Engineering
General Electric Company
Missile and Space Division

Mr. Patterson currently is in charge of all research and engineering in
General Electric's manned and unmanned space programs. This includes such
unmanned systems as Nimbus B2 and D, OA°, ATS FiG, Nimbus E & F, and
several military classified unmanned programs. He also has responsibility
for such manned programs as IMBLMS for NASA and the Manned Orbital
Laboratory for the United States Air Force.

J

Prior to joining General Electric, Mr. Patterson pioneered the develop-
ment of America's first IntercOntinental Ballistic Missile, the Atlas. He
started out as a research physicist in 1946 on the forerunner to the Atlas, the
MX774-ICBM Program. He was one of a handful of men at General Dynamics
that kept alive the concepts and maintained the continuity for three and a half
years to finally get the program going after funds had been cut off the original
program in 1947. In fact, it was Mr. Patterson, teamed with his colleague
K. J. Bossart, who briefed Trevor Gardner in July 1953 on a crash program
for Atlas. •Mr. Gardner was then Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
President Eisenhower. It was this four-hour review and follow-up analysis
that sparked Trevor Gardner to push the United States development of the
Atlas forward at a crash effort.

Mr. Patterson was Project Engineer for the overall Atlas Program in
_charge of all the early research and development. Later he became deputy
General Manager of the Program, of which the General Dynamics' part alone
increased to approximately 30,000 people. In this period Mr. Patterson had
responsibilities for design, development, manufacturing, testing, field opera-
tions and coordination between all associate contractors as well as with the
Air Force. He is often quoted that "it is unbelievable what the Air Force and
American industry could accomplish in such a short time. " This team from
crash program go ahead in January. 1955 built the test labs, designedoand
developed the world's most complex system (at that time), built the static and
flight test sites, and the first operational site at Vandenberg in four years and
nine months. A trained Air Force crew launched a missile on that date. In
all that time they only missed their schedule by six weeks. Ultimately, they
finished the complete program two months ahead of schedule. The Von Newman
scientific advisory group estimated that it would take about two more years.
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Mr. Patterson, in addition to working the problem closely in house at
Astronautics, also was greatly responsible for the close integration of all the
associate contractors and with the Air Force and Ramo Wooldridge (overall
technical directors for all ballistic missile prograrps for the Air Force). As
the Atlas phased down Mr. Patterson became Vice President for all advanced
systems at General Dynamics Astronautics, and was deeply involved in the
first United States manned orbital launches of John Glenn, Gordon Cooper,
Wally Schirra and Scott Carpenter which used Atlas as atbooster. He also
was a guiding force in starting America's first Hydrogen-Oxygen space
booster, the Centaur. At Astronautics Mr. Patterson worked on all advanced
technology and systems of both manned and unmanned space systems and
advanced weapons systems. It was from this position that General Electric
hired Mr. Patterson in 1966 from General Dynamics.

Mr. Patterson is a graduate of Whittier College with a degree in Mathe-
matics. He holds a Masters Degree in Physics. During two years of graduate
work, Mr. Patterson taught mathematics arid 'Physics and coached the college
freshman football team. Prior to joining General Dynamics in 1946, Mr.
Patterson served in the European Theatre as a Radar Officer for the U. S.
Army. Mr. Patterson, his wife Alma and their five children Gail, . Vaudene,
Evy, Carolyn and Billy live at 919 Great•Springs Road, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
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April 14, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO:- Stan Blair
FROM: Herbert G. Klein

Attached is an article regarding BillPatterson, the man I recommend asoutstanding for the space councilpost.

What is status?



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House

1959

SUBJECT: ATS-I and III User Experiments

The summary status of our program to allow private use
of the ATS-I and III satellites for private non-
governmental experimental use is as follows:

4l4

A widely attended meeting with potential non-government
experimenters was held on June 13, 1969. The agenda
for that briefing, a list of the attendees, and the
policy guidelines governing the availability of the
ATS-I and III satellites is attached (Enclosure I).
Subsequently, an inventory of satellite and ground
facilities which might be available for user experimenta-
tion during 1969 and 1970 was developed jointly by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT)
and was provided to the meeting attendees and to others
who had expressed an interest in the program.

Since the status of development of experiment programs
varies with the proposer, I will cover each proposal
or inquiry separately.

Considerable discussion and correspondence with members

of the Congressional delegation from Alaska, members of

the Governor's staff and of the Federal Field Committee

for Development Planning in Alaska, led to a large and

widely attended meeting in Anchorage,Alaska on

August 27 and 28, 1969. NASA made a presentation on the

capabilities and limitations of the ATS satellites. On

September 24, 1969, Dr. R. B. Marsten and his staff met

with Mr. Charles Buck, Director of Communications of

the State of Alaska to review with him a draft

•
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experiment proposal that he
 was preparing. Improvements

and additional information requir
ements were suggested

to Mr. Buck. We understand that the proposa
l has been

finalized and is being staf
fed through the Office of

the Governor of Alaska.

The Corporation for Public Bro
adcasting (CPB) submitted

a general proposal at the meet
ing on June 13, 1969. The

proposal has been discussed 
with them and a letter

requesting modifications t
o their proposal was sent to

Mr. John W. Macy on October
 1, 1969. A letter response

has been submitted by the C
PB which is now being evalu

ated.

It is our intention to coor
dinate their proposal with

those from the Governor 
of Alaska and the Broadcast

Networks.

The American Broadcasting Cor
poration (ABC) delivered a

proposal at the meeting on J
une 13, 1969, Discussions

and correspondence have led t
o the identification of

factors which will have to
 be resolved and conditions

which will have to be met 
by ABC before we make a fin

al

commitment to their experi
ments. We are expecting an

amended proposal from t
hem in the near future.

We have received indicati
ons of interest directly fr

om

CBS, as well as from two
 CBS affiliated stations in

Idaho. We received a telephone 
request from CBS asking

for time on ATS I or III 
for limited TV broadcasting

experiments. We have cooperated in a pr
eliminary

experiment from Rosman th
rough ATS III to the Hugh

es

Aircraft Company satelli
te ground stations. We expect

a formal proposal from CBS
 on behalf of all the ne

tworks.

In addition to our coo
perative effort with COMSAT

Corporation in developin
g the facility inventory

, they

have provided consultan
t services and support t

o the

Alaskan study group and 
to the networks. We have

formally agreed in prin
ciple to the participati

on of the

Lister Hill National Ce
nter for Biomedical C

ommunica-

tions of the National 
Institutes of Health Nat

ional

Library of Medicine and
 are awaiting specific 

experiment

proposals from them.
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We have received expressions of interest from other

potential experimenters and have entered into 
discussions

with them. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has

indicated that they are coordinating their intere
sts

through the CPB and the three U.S. networks. We met

with representatives of the NAVSAT Corporation 
on

July 30, 1969, and left the action with them to
 prepare

and submit more detailed proposals and test pla
ns to

which we could react. We have also received letters

of interest from Western Union International
 and

Governor Kirk of Florida indicating that a
dditional

proposals for "user" experiments may be forthco
ming.

As an indication of the type of detailed int
erchange we

have had with the proposer,s experiments,
 I have

included copies of our recent corresponden
ce with the

PB (Enclosure 2), and with ABC (Enclosure 
3).

)(A tAIL47A-Th
illis Shapley
Associate Mputy Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administ
ration

Enclosures: 3 A/8
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on June 13, 1969, NASA presented to interested parties the

capabilities and availability of its Applications Technology

Satellites for experimentation. Because of your intereet in

communications. I wish to bring to your attention the pos-

sibility of experimenting with available satellite and

grcand facilities.

NASA has eetahlished a policy of making the ATS aatellites

available for worthwhile experimentation by other organi7a-

tions after the initial technical experiments on the satellites

have been completed and for as long as the matellites remain

operative. Such organizations can include other guvernment

agencies, educational institutions, or private concerns which

are potential users of future operational aatellite ayatems

and are willing to invest in the neceasary ground facilities,

provide massage content, and cover other ground coats.

To assist those who attended the meeting at !LAM on June 13

and others uho may be interested in proposing experiments in

the use of communications satellites, the encloced inventory

of satellite and ground facilities that eight be made avail-

able during 1969 and 1970 for user experimentatioft has been

compiled.

In order to provide prospective user-experimenters with the

broadest range of possibilities on Which to base their plans,

the inventory includes available facilities of the Communica-

tions Satellite Corporation (Comsat) as well as those of NASA

At the June 13 meeting, the Communications Satellite Corpora-

tion representative offered to make Comsat'a facilities avail-

able for user-experimenters who wish to use them, subject to
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iriCC approval. /t is our hope that this inforwation will

assist Lntereeted user-experimenters to formulate specific

proposals for eaperimental use of available facilitioa, in

any mix of AMA or Comsat facilities the user considers

appropriate.

Should you wish to edbmit a proposal, emphasis should be

placed on unique applications or approaches. Thu pronosal

should be detailed and include the objectives, methodology,

expected results of the experiments and procedures by which

the results of the experi=ents would be disseminated, the

value of each expori=ent in terms af local, national, or

international interest, and transmission time raquirewants

and dogree of schedule flexibility. Vor your convenience

we have included in the inventory a form entitled 'i?roposed

Transmission Schedule."

%ASA will review the technical and other aspects of these

plans and determine whether tne proposed use of the NASA

satellites and ground facilities would be consistent with

MASAI* mission and the existing commitments and priorities

for the use of the satellites. Comsat will participate in

the discussion of proposals involving the use of its facilities.

In view of the limited availability of the satellites, pro-

posals should be sidblmitted as soon as possible. we will be

pleased to meet with you at any tioa to clarify any quesitions

YOU may have on this matter. Proposals and inquiries should

be addressed tot

Dr. Richard B. Marston
Diroctor, Communications Programs
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

Telephone No. AC 202 962-0882

Sincerely yours,

R. B. Marston
Director, Communications Programs

Enclosures
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DRAFT
(Checked by Roth)

Participants:

Mr. Everett H. Erlick
Group Vice President and
General Counool

American Brondcantinc Companies, Ina.
1330 Avenue of the Americae
New York, New York 10019

Mr. Spencer Moore
International Liaison Officer
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Societe Rodio-Canada
1500 Bronson Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario Canada

Mr. William B. Lodge
Vice President, Affiliate

Relations and Networking
CBS Television Network
51 West 52 Street
New York, New York 10019

Mr. A. James Ebel
Chairman of the Satellite '

Communications Committee
CBS Television Network Affiliates Assoc.
KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV
40th and W Streets
Lincoln, Nebraska

Mr. John W. Macy, Jr.
President
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
1250 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Fred W. Friendly
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

Mr. Robert Hudson
Vif-e President
Uat-ional Educational Television
10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019

Mr. D. K. Atkinson
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Enclosure 2

SCS/JIWaml

OCT 1 M3

Mr. John W. Macy, Jr.
President
Corporation for Public Droadcasting

Suite 630
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N. U.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Mr. /lacy:

The Nationnl Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) vould be happy

to participstc with you in the transcontinental interconnection portion

of the exporl.ment outlined in your "Proposal for Experimental Uoe of ATS"

presentrd at the ATS users meeting held at NASA Ucaidquarters on June 13, 1969,

and further expanded in your letter of September 9, 1969. Unfortunately,

the malfunction in ATS-III described during the June 13th reeting., still

exists. As a consequence it would not be possiBle to conduct the experiment

via ATS-III, the satellite specified in your proposal. ATS-I continues to

operate satisfactorily. Should you wish to Use ATS-I instead of ATS-III in

your experiment we would be pleased to receive an appropriate amendment to

your proposal. The malfunction of ATS-111 has caused a serious satellite

loading problem. ror this reason we request modifications in the proposed

schedule for the transcontinental interconnection portion of your experiment

as follows:

Initiation of link no earlier than October 27, 1969.

West-to-east transmissions only,0100-0230 CI1T (8 PM to 9:30 PM EST)

because of a conflict with ESSA use of the satellite, resulting in

lack of available power for transmission to nojave. The time of

ESSA use is 1430-0230

Either east-to-west or west-to..east transmissions 0230-0400 cliT

(9:30 FA to 11 PM EST).

The American Broadcasting Company (ADC) has proposed an Alaska trans-

mission at 0000-0030 G7..iT nonday through Friday. Further, ABC wishes

to transmit at 0400-0415 ca on Sundays. The period 0230-0400 CL7r.

includes the earliestpracticable time which could be made available to

ABC because of the ESSA conflict previously mentioned.
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At your June 13; .1969 meeting at NASA, I presented a...proposal for the' use

of ATS satellites for four experiments. The proposal. 'Made on behalf of

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, National Educational 
Television,

National Association 6f Educational Broadcaster, the. Joint Council on
:.!.? •

Educational Telecommunications, .and the Ford Foundation •- was 
described-

in A document entitled "Proposal for Experimental Uso of ATS" an
d left

with.'you. - ri: -. • • ,1. - ,:)!. • ,'• • ',

• •
Since the June 13 meeting, we' have continued to refine the propo

sed experi-

ments and to determine in further detail the technical, financial, and

programming parameters. We have also talked informally with repr
e-

sentatives of commercial networks, and the Federal Communication
s

Commission, and members of your staff. These efforts have reinforced

our conviction that the ATS satellite can properly and effectively be used

for public broadcasting experiments. • 
. .

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting hereby requests that ATS satellite

capacity be furnished to it for the TranscOntinental Interconnection o
utlined

in our June 13 proposal. That demonstration called tor the early use of an

ATS satellite to establish both an East to West and reverse relay link. If

you approve this request, we would propose to initiate the link on October 
1,

1969 and to experiment with it, as part of a distributcon mechanism, for a.

periocl._o_f_up_to—ono. We would seek access to the ATS salellite from

rc--.N-1i.)77-175- 1 J o'clock p.m., New York time, Sundays through Thursdays

ifuring the period of the experiment.

4. 
• • .
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We would propose to provide television programs through terrestrial micro-

wave links to NASA gro-und terminals at Rosman, North Carolina and Mojave,

California, and relay the programs by satellite to the companion terminal at

the opposite coast for distribution. .!•% .
•.:

In addition to the Rosman and Mojave terminals, Hughes Aircraft has agreed

to permit public broadcasting to use its ground terminal in Los Angeles for

the experiment. This is all the equipment we would require at the moment.

.•

As a condition to receiving access to ATS for experimentation, we understand

the burden of demonstrating the practicality and feasibility of our proposals

rests with us. While economy and flexibility are two benefits we confidently

expect to receive from the use of satellites, the public broadcasting com-

munity contends that where so much remains to be known about domestic

• communications, satellites "use" in itself is experimental.

Questions have been raised, however, which concern is. You will recall

the Canadian representative attending the NASA June 13 meeting stated

emphatically that present day claims of substantial economies accruing

from the use of domestic satellites are very much exagggerated.

We seek, therefore, a:practical opportunity .to use satellites 'to determine if,

in fact, economies will accrue to public television which will enable it to

program nationally on a greater scale than is presently possible. Moreover,

we request an opportunity to test under normal conditions just how flexible

satellite technology is in integrating and switching a widely diversified trans-

continental network of public television stations.
•
•

•
We seek practical experience to determine the audio and visual quality and

the reliability of domestic satellites under actual day to day networking

operations. ;

Special television programs are now in formative stages. We are very

interested in acquiring new information on how public teleVision can respond

to our national needs more effectively by using the high speed technology of

satellites.

This is a beginning. The experience gained in our Transcontinental Inter-

connection, phase one of our proposed experiments, vill provide information

and insight which will be invaluable in the planning and implementation of our

more ambitious experiments.
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In sum, what we need is practical experience under normal operating con-

ditions to test many theories about domestic satellite communications for.I.•
television and radio. , ...

., . •:. -
f•• 

'(' 
,•1

a • . 

' •••

. , .

We are continuing to study other experiments outlined in the document left

with you on June 13. Further proposals with respect tO these experiments

. will be submitted to NASA in the very near future.

Sincerely y'OurL,
,. .• 4...-,.. _

) 4 ,
ii. ' •

• •
•
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. INTRODUCTION.

i ; •

. • ' .

•
• i• •

• The Corporation for Public Broadcasting appreciates the opportunity provided
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to comment on the
possible experimantal use of the ATS I and HI satellites now in y-nchronous
orbit and the ATS E satellite which is scheduled to be launched in August of
this year.

We. appear today representing a wide range of views in the public and educa7,
• tional broadcasting community wheso interest in the use of Satellites dates -
back to 19 62 and the subsequent Ford Foundation proposal of August, 1966.
Tho proposals advanced represent a consensus of views of the Corporation n
•for Public Broadcasting, the Ford Foundation, National A.ssocia.tion of Educa-
tional Broadcasters, National Educational Television, and Joint Council on
.Educational Telecommunications. These groups all share a joint resolve and

• a.common excitement about the unique opportunity offered by the potential use
of these satellites.

•, ;•:.' ;.' f. ..,., ;
..i..

While public broadcasting is aware of laic sianificance of this meeting for
itself, the use of satellites for broadcasting in general and educational commu-
nication has a much wider impact. The ultimate beneficiaries will be all the
broadcasters andtho American public.•• . . . , ..;,•-• . .• e.. .:. ,,..,

The. ATS experiments will enable the broadcasting industry and the public to
become familiar with this aspect of the satellite technology. At present,
neither the national viewing and listening audience nor the Multitude of commu-
nities of interest in the public and commercial .broadcasting endeavors has
accumulated any experience with domestic satellite relaying.•

The experiments proposed by the Corporation will establish a body of knowledge
• relating to the operation and control of a domestic satellite sYstem comple-

• mentary to the technical information that has been gathered by NASA over the
past several years. In addition, the Corporation hopes to provide a vehicle
through which the inventive capacities of others can explore and evaluate the
particular capabilities of satellite relaying in domubtic applications.• • .

•

• • Tho use of ATS satellites as set forth heroin will provide the American public
with. a. daily demonstration or the application or space technology. While there
is noi:hing more dramatic than placing a man on the moon or taking pictures
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. - of Mars, it is through the ability to demonstra
te that this technology will

• affect everyday life that we can assure those who
 question the direction

• • and expense of the space program. The fact that
 unused technical capacity

• • of an already existing satellite that has outlived its 
original purpose can be

utilized for broader public interests is visible proof
 of the daily application

• or spaco technology and to what extent space dollars can be applied for 
the

general benefit of society.

Public broadcasting has well defined needs and 
interests" that form the basis

• of this proposal. But the horizons and objectives
 of the NASA experiment

should be expansive in nature and we hope for the ful
lest coop.cration amongst

• all the interested parties. The Corporation and 
the public broadcasting

community hope that any experiment will encompas
s the broad needs of our.

• industry and we call upon follow broadcasters to join
 with us to explore the

'ultimate potential of this technological advancement.

; 1 ..•
s‘7. •

,..',.. . •

••:•'
. .. •

•

•

This is a unique and troublesome time in this 
country's history. The decay

. .of some of our most basic social institutions seem
s to be developing as fast

:as scientific and educational attainment We. feel
 that the Proposals set forth

•• ',herein afford'the.scientific and educational communities the unusual
 oppor-

, Amity to join together in a dramatic demonstratio
n of technical and social

„-progress that could afford now hope to a troubled 
society. ;

•: 
••

:

•II. •PROPOSAL • t " •

. . :
• We propose to use satellites to accomplish four 

related experiments and

demonstrations:; •.: 
., -.,

.. 

. • . • .1.:-' 
. • • .

r
A. ' Transcontinental Interconnection

:. B. Radio Network .

• C. Satellite Cities Demonstration..
... D. Remote Production Capability

. --"-----.. .1

• . . • •

•
. •

, 1. •

''..Transcontinontal Interconnection_......._______•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Our  initial priority is to demonstrate that trans
continental distribution is

feasible and a major step forward in the growth ornon
-commercial broadcast-

• ing.' We propose that a relay link be inaugurated bet
ween the oast and west

coast mini,: ATS lit as the distribution mechanism. 
Televioion programs

would bo dolivorce, through conventional terrestrial mi
crowave links to

either the NASA earth terminal at Rosman, North Caro
lina, or Mojave,
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• California, depending on the point of
 origination, and then. relayed by the

; satellite to the companion terminal at
 the opposite coast for distribution

 or

other use. •.•••i!!'

Since January 1969, public broadcasti
ng has been utilizing for two hours a

day, five days a week an interconnecte
d distribution system for national

programming through traditional ter
restrial facilities. This system is

oxponsivo in the context of the resour
ces available and extensive new f

acilities

will be required to make it function 
effectively. Efforts to establish a more

permanent system are underway at 
present, but the current estimates of

 the

cost of such a system are still far be
yond the means of the public broadca

sting

community.
•

•-•• Distribution of programs by satelli
te has been part of the public broad

casting

community orientation since the first F
ord Foundation proposal in 1966. 

The

. • use of a satellite distribution system
 may prove to. be the only, practical method

available to public broadcasting for 
programs to be made available to the 

public I

. on the same basis as commercial t
elevision. The use of the ATS satellite for

the transcontinental demonstration wi
ll provide the data to determine that

 this

is a practical and efficiont distribution
 system and would facilitate and e

ncourage

tho. flow of programs between the east 
and west coasts. It will give public

s broadcasting a unique opportunity to ana
lyze the daily operational and techni

cal

problems that are involved with satellite 
distribution. Such an experiment will

provide the data -upon which the distribut
ion options ava.ilsble to public broa

d-

casting can be anslyzed in terms of our 
financial and techIlical planning.

•

Since virtually all of the requisite techni
cal facilities are already In existenc

e,

this experiment can be operational as so
on as NASA approves the use of the

- satellites and the ground stati
ons.- .,

... 
-,., !, - !•..1• • si•

Radio Network 

One of the most dramatic and promis
ing proposed experiments is to give no

n-

commercial radio the opportunity of esta
blishing a national interconnected

not .
•

• "

At present, non-commercial radio does n
ot have access to a national network

because of a lack of funds. However, the 
potential of existing satellite

communication facilities stss;e:.4ts that such
 interconnection could be accomplished
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.:iapidly and without excessive capital or operating costs. By utlizing the
YHF capability of the ATS satellite, we can establish an inexpensive re-
ceiving facility at individual non-commercial radio stations throughout the
United States. In addition, at selected points transmitting stations could be
constructed and then utilized to transmit radio programs throughout the non-
commercial radio system to demonstrate the need and the practicality of a
non-commercial radio network in the United States as outlined in the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967, 

„.
•

' ! • ;

f.• • • :7;
. • •

As an adjunct to the radio network, we plan to explore the possibility of
utilizing the satellite to provide non-commercial educational radio programs
to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. If this proves feasible and as technology
ddyelops, we hope to expand this demonstration to include the transmission
of television programs to these areas.

- -

1?.
•‘:3.

Satellite Cities Denionstliation
•••••••*,......•••••..M.eir.0.0.10..M.M.....e.•••*. ••••••••••.,...

•'.

..•

• As a natural extension of the transcontinental experiment, the Corporation
proposes a demonstration of boli the distribution and programming capabilities

.t• ,d..of patellae technology.

• We propose to designate 'a group of cities within the United States as satellite
.demonstration cities. These cities would receive programs directly from the
'satellite dither as part of a network origination or a delay pattern to demon-

: strate the ultimate distribution capability of a satellite system. Furthermore,
some of the cites will be utilized. as production centers with the capability

• of transmitting by satellite directly to the other satellite cities. In this way,
.program material produced by the local production centers will bo made avail-

• able to all satellite cities. While whole programs produced at the various
centers will be distributed in thin fashion, it is alno possible to piece portions

'• of progra.m6.1 together by utilizing the satellite as a switching center.
, • ".. •

-We contemplate that six cities will participate in this demonstration. The
exact number of cities that will have transmitting capability will be based on
funds available -and estimates by manufacturers as to the construction costs
of transmitting and receiving terminals. We hope that the test could be
operational as soon as construction of the ground facilities are completed.

•

In our view, a meaningful test of this nature should also address the needs of
• .the academic, educational and di3advantaged communities in the various cities.
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While the selection of the satellite cities will primarily be based upon geographic

location and production capability, we would actively seek the participation of

. universities, public educational authorities, and organizations concerned with

the problems of disadvantaged communities in the planning and selecting

, process. ":$••

For example, the possibility or establishing receiving- capacity on an Indian

• reservation as suggested by the Report of the President's Interdepartmental

Task Force on Communic:,,tions Policy would bo explored. In essence, the

, opportunity to use the ground facilities for the distribution of instructional and

cultural programs for specialivied audiences could offer dramatic evidence that

-4 satellites have the potential to make a profound impact on the. educational and

. social problems of the nation.
,

-.Remote Production Cambility

• :
This demonstration would explore and evaluate the use of mobile transmitting

stations which. can be transported to reMote and relatively inaccessible areas

on short notice to pickup and relay events which are not now available to the

• :

•

national audience.
.•

, f •

. l' ...•,.
,-.. Present national communication facilities cannot transmit from remote areas

efficiently and at low cost. In order to broadcast events that occur in such

areas, significant lead time Is required to construct new transmission

,.. facilities at a cost that often makes it unreasonable to cover the event.,, 1...
. • k

Existing technology would enable us to place a portable transmitter on a vehicle

accompanied by a television mobile unit and then transmit to the satellite. In

this way, the capacity of all broadcasters to react to dynamic and unpredictable

situations would be significantly enhanced.
•

We recognize that use of mobile transmitting facilities must include careful

consideration of tho potential for interference to existing terrestrial microwave

'systems. However, the Corporation b.3lieves the need for this type of service is

, sufficiently urgent and the promise sufficiently bright that the experiment must

be undertaken. Since the problem has boon most identified in the urban areas

• of Vie country, we propose to initially conduct the exporimen!. in distant areas

that normally are not heavily p.:Inctrated by conventional microvave facilities
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• and, therefore, less likely to raise the interference issue. It is precisely

these areas that broadcasters have difficulty reaching with television

facilities. Such a test will contribute a great deal toward determining the

technical limits of the use of mobile transmitters.

• 'III. CONCLUSION
,

14.

: •••• `.;

•,"

• The availability of the ATS satellite for experimental purposes affo
rds broad-

casting, and in particular public broadcasting, a unique opportunity to e
xpand

the horizons of the medium. In addition, it provides a dramatic demonstra
tion

of new scientific and social progress. -

. • •
••

. The parties to this submission, and in particular the Corporation a
nd the Ford

. Foundation, are prepared to offer manpower, technical and financial a
id to

support the experiments outlined in this proposal..

. ,- • ,:'./.. ':i,'. ;•.•
 ,,..:... . ,:t.

. .i. i .. • . 
,ft

r

.. We suggest the following course of action:-
••

•

lt The Corporation for Public Broadcasting and NASA enter into an 
agreement

which would allow the tioe of the ATS 111 satellite for the transcontinenta
l

. demonstration set forth in (I). We propose September 1, 1969 as the 
operational

date for this demonstration, 
•

• 2. • Thai the Corporation, NASA and the FCC enter into an agreement which

would allow the use of 2Nmeto equipment as soon as such equipment could be

inade available.'

3. A task force composed of the interested parties be formed by July 1, 1969

for the purpose of exploring the specific requirements for the regional re
mote

*and radio network demonstrations. The task force should report within GO 
days

and set forth a timetable for the implementation of the experiments.
1 . .;‘• •-, •

, t •:. ,. ••• ,
v. t -.:,. ,. •
,.., .ft
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JOHN W MACY,JR
President

CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

888 16th Street, NW., Wa-sh-ington, D.C. 20006, Phorre-7-202/293-6160 -

1345 Avenue of the Am_e_ri.ca_, New_York, N.Y. 10019, Phone: 212/582-2020

OCT 22 1969

R. B. MARSTEN

Reply to Washington

October 27, 1969

Dr. IR. B. Marsten
Director

I 
Communications Programs
Office of Space Science and Applications
SC-NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Dr. Marsten:

Thank you for your letter of October 1, 1969, in which you re-
quest further information and modifications in the proposed
schedule for the transcontinental interconnection portion of
our experiment.

The iSatellite Task Force is very-pleased to learn that the mal-
function in ATS III has been corrected and the satellite is now
operating and available for experimental use.

Wit reference to the matter of west-to-east and east-to-west
tra smission time, we confirm our willingness to adapt our trans-
mission schedule, and so amend our original proposal, to meet the
reqilirements of NASA. The transmission periods referred to infi
your letter of October 1, 1969 are acceptable. We assume,
howpver, you will wish to reassign transmission periods now
tha' ATS III is available for experimental use.

Similarly, we confirm our interest in coordinating our proposed
exp2riments with the American Broadcasting Company (ABC) and
itsAlaskan transmissions. We understand NASA will shortly
receive from Alaskan authorities a more broadly based proposal
forcATS experimentation. We have assured the American Broad-
cas:ing Company (ABC) and the Alaskan interests of our willing-
ness to cooperate with them fully. As soon as we receive
specific information concerning these proposals we will amend
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,our original proposal to reflect the appropriate coordination.In the interim, however, we would appreciate the processiAg ofour application as soon as possible. We are prepared to under-take our experiment in transcontinental interconnection w : ththe understanding an adjustment to schedule will be requiredlater.

In the matter of terrestrial microwave links: We recognize itwill be necessary for the Satellite Task Force to order 4nksin service to the NASA ground terminal at Rosman, North Crolina,and if necessary, to the ground terminal at Mojave, Califbrnia.

Hughes Aircraft Company has given verbal assurances its 3
foot Cassegrain transportable antenna (reference your Jun 13,1969 inventory) will be made available for experimentatiowith ATS. It is expected this equipment will be used for
direct two-way contact with either ATS I or ATS III. Thi
should eliminate the need fora microwave link between the_ __
NASA terminal at Mojave and the Hughes antenna.

In response to our recent request for technical assistancefrom the Office of Telecommunications Management, Mr. WilliamE. Plummer, Acting Director of OTM, assigned Messrs. R. G.IGould and J. Cole to assist us in the preparation of our pro-posals to NASA.

To respond to your request for data verifying satisfactory linkperformance between ATS I and the Hughes station, we submitthe following:

Coverage 

Bon the Los Angeles and Rosman, North Carolina stations arewithin the coverage zones of both ATS I and ATS III.

Frequency Considerations 

Regular up-link transmissions in the 6 GHz band, have takenplace at Rosman, North Carolina with no reported interferenceto torretrial users of the same frequencies (common carriermicrowave). No up-link transmissions in the GHz band havetaken place in the Los Angeles area. Coordination procedureswould have to be undertaken to insure that there would be noharmful interference to terrestrial users.

Regular down-link transmissions in the 4 GHz band have been satisfactor-ily-rece,ix_ed_at Rosman, North Carolina, with ng
 

reported interference from terrestrial users of the same band.
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Opcasional down-link trans
missions at selected frequencie

s in

the 4 GHz band haVe been 
satisfactorily received in t

he Los

Angeles area with no report
ed interference from terres

trial

lipers of the same band. Further study would be requi
red to

insure interference-free rec
eption on a given frequenc

y at a

given location in the Los A
ngeles area.

Link Performance 

ATS-I 

Ileasured performance at the
 40' - 70°K Mojave, Calif

ormia

station receiving TV from 
ATS I (using both its 4 w

att tubes)

was a carrier to noise (C/N)
 ratio of 8.7 db. This value is

about 1 db below threshold fo
r that receiver.

This C/N ratio resulted in a
 video peak-to-peak signa

l-to-

Weighted RMS noise (Sp-p) r
atio of 42.5 db.

Nrms
i
This Sp-p ratio falls betwe

en TASO grades 2.5 and 3.
0 ("Pas-

sable, (noise perceptible, n
ot objectionable)") .

TASO Grade 2.5 has also been 
described as "barely noti

ceable

noise)" under the NTSC color 
TV subjective noise obje

ctive,

1958. It is also the 1958 Bell Sys
tem "commercial" performa

nce

;"worst picture to customer")
.

Nrms

ASO Grade 3 is also equivalen
t to the FCC Class "B" (Ru

ral)

roadcast standard for UHF T
V, 1960.

if it were desired to rec
eive

ame noise temperature, the 3
 db decrease in earth sta

tion

figure-of-merit, G/T, woul
d have to be made up, to b

ring the

C/N ratio to the same value
 as before (close to thresh

old).

TV at a 30' station having
 the

This could only be accompli
shed by decreasing the noi

se band-

!.
width which necessitates a r

eduction in the frequency
 deviation

call other factors not being
 subject to change). The resulting

decrease in FM improvement 
factor would reduce the S

o-E ratio

by about 12 db to a value 
  _Nuns

This value is 1.5 db worse 
than TASO Grade 5.0, "infe

rior

noise definitely objectionable
).'

Reception of TV at the 85' 
- 60°X Rosman station woul

d be abont
•••
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about 48.5 db. This is 1.5 db better than either TAS
O grade

2L0, "fine (noise just perceptible)
." or the FCC Class "A",

u ban broadcast standard for UHF-TV 19
60.

With respect to similar data required
 concerning ATS III, we

siabmit the following:

ATS III 

Measured performance at the Mojave s
tation receiving TV from

ATS III (using its 12 watt tube) was
 a C/N ratio of 12.7 db.

T is C/N ratio resulted in a Sp-p ra
tio of 47 db.

Nrms

T is ratio is equivalent to TASO Gr
ade 210, "Fine (noise just

perceptible,") which is also equiva
lent to the FCC Class "A:

(urban) standard.

rif it were desired to receive TV at
 a 30' station having the

seme noise temperature, the 3 db de
crease in G/T would result

in a C/N of about 9.7 db (a value a
t, or slightly above thres-

h.)1d). This would result in a Sp-p ratio
 of about 44 db.

Nrms

Tnis ratio is equivalent to TASO Gr
ade 2.5 (half way between

and "passable" a value which has al
so been described

b, the RCA TVMIA Manual, 1958, as be
ing "noise not noticeable

-Co the average viewer."

When received at -th'e Rosman station through ATS II
I, the C/N

w! uld be at least 18.7 db resulting in 
a STD-p ratio of at

1 ast 53 db. 
Nrms

Tis value is 1 db less than either 
TASO Grade 1.0, "Excellent,

(noise imperceptible)," or CCIR Re
commendation 421 (1963),

t,-ansposed for a 4000 mile link.

concerning beam edge effects:

F?r a station located close to the
 edge of the coverage zone_

of a satellite, such as the propose
d Los Angeles station, the

C/N values given must be reduced b
y from 1 to 2 db to take_the

satellite antenna beam pattern-into
-account,

operating above threshold, this 
would result in an equivalent

reduction in the Sp-p/Nrms rati
o. For receivers at threshold,

-
however, the decrease would have t

o be mad-e71-15-15Y—d-de-d-rea-se- iii

frequency deviation which would res
ult in about twice the de-

c -ease in Sp-p/Nrms ratio of from 2
 to 4 db.
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fnformal conversations have been held with Mr. W. Watkins,i
chief engineer of the Federal Communications Commission and his
1
Deputy,  Mr. R. Spence. An application for experimental use of

1
tFiti mighos Aircraft Company 30-oot Cassegrain transportablo

antenna will be submitted to the FCC during the week beginning

October 26, 1969. Mr. R. Kennedy, of the consulting engineering

,irm, Kear and Kennedy, Washington, D. C., has been retained

to accomplish this. All matters relating to use of frequencies
k
Will be closely coordinated with the FCC.

I understand the overtime charges of $3,250 per week are

gased on a high estimate. We further understand that these

d'harges will be pro-rated to the accounts of all users of the

acilities requiring overtime operation.

informational copy of this letter is being forwarded to

Nr. W. Watkins, of the FCC, Mr. R. Gould at OTM, and Mr. R.

Kennedy of Kear and Kennedy.

Viithin the next few days, more detailed information concerning

our Radio Network proposal shall be submitted to NASA. Re-

search into our Satellite Cities Demonstration and Remote Pro-

duction Capability continues and we confidently expect to submit

additional data on those in the near future.

The Satellite Task Force appreciates very much Your interest
- in our various proposals as well as the splendid spirit of

cooperation wecontinually receive from NASA personnel.

Sincerely yours,

iz (_ ,1Clitc,
John W. Macybri

Chairman

Satellite Task Force
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Mr. Everett H. Erlick
Croup Vice Preeident mid General Counsel
American Broadcasting Cempenies, Incorporated
1330 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019

Dear Mr, Erlick:

We have reviewed the American Browleosting Cempaniv; (ABC proposal
presented at the National Aeronautics and space Administration (MSA)
ATS users meeting on June 13, 1969, an clarified in your letter of
Auzust 26, 1969. rAsA would be happy to participate with you in such
an experiment. Neuever, there are certain factors which will have to
be resolved or conditions which will have to be met before we make a
iinnl coemitiacnt. 10 would need an amonciment of your proposal indica-
ting your reaction to these factors and conditions, 03 discussed below:

The satellite transmissions should nut include advertising or other
com;Aercial material.

The propozed e:tperiment should be coordinated with and have the
concurrence or the Alaskan authorities tow specifically con-
sidering the application of setellites to Alaskan coteemnications.

You uill have received by 13011 4 letter expan4ine further the in-
fomation presented at the MSA ATS uners meeting, ineludine an
inventory of catellite communications fneiliLics which sac sent
to the oreanizations represented at the June meeting and others.
When we have received respensen to these letters we may reassess
priorities among the participants and at that time select a new
croup of e:Terir:cntern. Adequate notice of chance will be pro-
vided to participants.

Lecause of scheduline, probleels it would be ilepossible to start
an experiment with ALC before October 27, 1969.

The ATS-1 schedule will not support a transmission at 7:00-7:30 P.M.
New York time (0000-0030 C:iT arsurling EST in New York) because of
a conflict with ESSA use of the satellite resulting in lack of
available power for trans-rains/on to Ala:Aa. The earliest evening
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period in New York time when sufficient power 
would be available

would be 0230 GMT (9:30 PM EST). This is a part of the time

which has also been requested by the Corpor
ation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB). We have indicated to them that we would

add appropriate time to that which they 
have requested to cover

any ABC news transmission. This situation also applies to your

0400 GMT transmission on Sunday. We would expect the proposed

schedule in any amendment to your propos
al to reflect appropriate

coordination with the CPB; they have been
 requested to coordinate

with you.

There is a conflict with ESA transmis
sions during some part of

the requested time for all of the pro
posed football game trans-

missions. There would be insufficient power for 
Alaska trans-

missions during this conflict period (1
4300-0230 CU).

While we would make every effort to provi
de time as scheduled,

events may cause occasional cancellat
ion of scheduled transmisslons.

We would expect ABC to coordinate 
with nnd obtain necessary approvals

from The Federal Con-clunications Commission for operation of a
ny

ground station (other than the NASA st
ations at Rosman and Mojave).

Overtime costs at the VASA ground statio
ns would be about $2,400

per week for the news broadcasts. There would be no overtime

involved in the football game transmi
ssions except for the night

games.

It should be understood that no terrestri
al microwave links are

in service to our Rosman, N. C. and Mo
jave, California, ground

terminals; it would be necessary for the 
American Broadcasting

Company to order these links into service 
from the local telephone

companies end to meet the cost of this i
nstallation and operation.

Thank you for your interest in NASAls programs. I hope to hear from

you soon.

Sincerely yours,

D. Lchc-T-r•T P.

R. B. Marsten
Director
Communications Programs

Office of Space Science and Applications

SCSMBurke/am1/9!26/E9

W/Radius

741
S/Nnugle

fi,ESC/Marsten
0/Rndius
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Dr. Richard B. Marsten
National Aeronautics Space AdministrationWashington, D.C. 20546

Dear Dr. Marsten:

Auguste 26, 1969

In connection with your recent request for the specific programswhich we will be in LI position to make available For experimf.ntaltransmission for direct reception to Alaska utilizing an ATSsatellite, L am pleased to Furnish the iollowing informotion;assuming we will be using the Rosman, North Carolina ground station:
(a) ABC Evening News - 7:00-7:30 PM, N.Y.Time, MondaysthroLlID Fridays. CA, assume this would be raTE1.-with fhe nct.7417-programs or the other networks.)

ABC Weekend News - 11:00-11:15 _PK. N.Y. Time, SuLnrsjay11:00-11:15TM (approximate Ly) after
the ABC Sunday Movie

(b) Sports Programs - As you may know, we will betelecasting the NCAA Football Games on Saturdayafternoons in the Fall starting on September 13.A schedule of these games is attached. In addition,we would be in a position to furnish the Jimmy Ellis-Henry Cooper heavyweight boxing match on September 27and the US-USSR Boxing Matches on October 25. Theseevents are included in the attaehr(l list.

(c) Special Events would be available as they may occur,such as an Apollo Moon Shot.

As discussed in our conversation, It is unrortunote NASA has beenunable to repLy to our proposal lor such a long period or Lime.For this reason, when you are in a position to reach a conclusion,we will have to reconfirm equipment availability from Hughes atthat time. As I indicated, we might be able td be more deLinitivein our plans if we knew specifically what the ATS satelliteavailability will be for this purpose.

Rec'd Communications Programs:
e

ri•-nense 



Dr. Richard B. Marsten -2- August 26 p 1969

As you will recall, we made our initial proposal at the June meet-ing on the premise that this would be a project in which all threenetworks would participate and CPB. Since your recent call we have
again urged CBS and NBC to do so. Since we cannot speak for themin this matter, we assume you will get similar information directly
from the CBS and NBC Networks, and Crom CPB.
Kindest regards.

Att:

Sincerely;
(5:

Everett H. Erliek



DATE

9/13

9/20

9/27

10/4

1969 NCAA SCITIMULE

SITE
,

AIR TIME /1?
.

EDT '

GAME

Air Force SMU (Night)

Indiana Kentucky

Auburn Tennessee

Mississippi @I Alabama (Night)

Dallas, Texas

Lexington, Ky.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Birmingham, Ala.

o
n/

9:30 PM - 12:30 Al.1\-1-5il'

1:30 PM - 5:00 PM

1!:39JIA_! 5:00 PM
t 170
9:30 Pm - 12:30 AM

EDT
-

EDT r
10/11 Oklahoma @ Texas

10/18 California 6 UCLA

10/25 Auburn 6 LSU

11/1 LSU 6 Mississippi

11/8 Georgia @ Florida

11/15 Afternoon Game - To be announced

Notre Dame Georgia Tech (Night)
11/22 Afternoon Game - To be announced

USC @ Ima (Night)

11/27 Texas Tech @Arkansas

11/29 Army-Navy

./‘•
/

Al '
Al <\

Penn State North Carolina State (Doubleheader)
12/6 Texas (3 Arkansas

12/13 Afternoon Game - To be announced

9/27/69_ Jimmy Ellis-Henry Cooper Fight10/25/b9 US-USSR Boxing

QN1j\

‘cx.

WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 

Dallas, Texas 
-

() el) 4:00 PM - 7:30 PM---EiDTE-r1/ -4-r--- 1:30 PM - 5:00 PM EDT -/4:00 PM - 7:30 PM EDT

PM - 6:00 PM ELT

PM - 5:30 PM EST

PM - 5:00 PM EST

PM - 12:30 AM EST

Los Angeles, Cal.

Baton Rouge, La.

Jackson, Miss.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Atlanta, Ga.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Little Rock, Ark.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Raleigh, N.C.

Fayetteville, Ark.

2:30

2:00

1:30

9:30

(-

6:00

2:30

1:00

4:15

PM - 9:00 PM EST (

PM - 6:00 PM EST

PM - 4:15 PM EST

PM - 7:30 PM EST

1:00 PM - 4:30 PM EST

(LIVE) London, England 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM EDTLas Vegas, Nevada 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM EDTEnding Times are Approximate
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PROPOSED SATELLITE TRANSMISSION TEST TO ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

its initial satellite filing in September of 1965,
.and in each of its subsecluent submissions in' Docket 16495, American
Broadcasting Company has urged the Federal Communications Commission
to approve the positioning of a synchronous satellite to be used

, for radio and television program distribution purposes. Like NBC,
CBS, and the Ford Foundation, ABC has argued that a dedicated
television distribution system has numerous advantages over a
multipurpose system.

To demonstrate that a satellite system for program distribu-
tion purposes is entirely feasible and reliable and that it could

, be placed in operation almost immediately, ABC herewith proposes
that ATS-1 be utilized, under NASA's auspices, for a period of
three to six months to provide instantaneous news and public affairs
programming to the three television stations in Anchorage, Alaska,
an area entirely dependent at present on delayed telecasts for

x".national and international news developments. To that end ABC
would welcome the cooperation and participation of the other tele-
vision networks, commercial and educational, in the experimental
program here envisaged.

ABC's technical advisers (Hughes Aircraft Company) are
confident that such a test program, over a period of three to six
months, would fully demonstrate the feasibility and reliability



of synchronous satellites for program distribution purposes --
without elaborate and costly ground receiving terminals. In
addition to test data thus obtainable from the experimental
transmissions here proposed, there would be substantial public
interest benefits in thereby providing direct reception (news
and public affairs) to the people of Alaska an area wholly
dependent on delayed video broadcasts for news happenings
elsewhere.

The technical details for the test system, utilizing ATS-1,
which is here being proposed for NASA's consideration, is outlined
in essential respects in the engineering statement attached
hereto. It will be noted that the required equipment is now in
.use at the Island of Barbados and that it can be moved to Alaska
and be ready for operation by September 1969. To meet the
September date, a go-ahead is needed by about July 1.

The costs for the experimental program would be between
$125,000 and $250,000 for the three to six months period. If
.the necessary authorizations are obtained, ABC proposes to share
**hese costs with other networks who desire to participate.
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'TECHNICAL DETAILS OF

PROPOSED SATELLITE TRANSMISSION TEST TO ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This document describes a television receiving station for

. use at Anchorage, Alaska, using the ATS-I satellite. A system

.is described which will receive an FM-modulated carrier at a low

level, amplify it to .a suitable level, and demodulate it to pro-

duce video and _sound baseband signals. Equipment for this station

'can be installed and operating by September, 1969. The system

includes a 30-foot diameter parabolic antenna with linearly polarized

feed, a cooled parametric amplifier, a downconverter and demodulators.

The following discussion includes brief system, hardware, and
f

SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2.1 is a system block diagram of the receiving station.

Pertinent information relating to the blocks of this diagram are given

both on the diagram and in the following paragraphs.

Station characteristics are listed in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 gives

receiving performance. ATS-1 characteristics are tabulated on Table 2.3.

Required transmitter performance is given in Table 2.4, while power

and weight estimates are on Tables 2.5 and 2.6.

• c,



.Table 2.1 

• ,•*-
Station Characteristics

;

Antenna and Feed - 30-foot diameter parabolic dish with hour

angle mount. 'Electrical drive with position readout. Linearly

polarized, adjustable feed. 49.8 dB gain. 0.57 degree beam

width. 65 percent efficiency. 21 degree elevation angle at

Anchorage.

4•

yasalLELLIELTILLin - 35 degrees Kelvin helium-cooled unit. 35 dB
f

gain.

Down Converter - Single conversion.

• . •

.•,.: Video Demodulator - Wideband threshold extension demodulator.

5 dB improvement over conventional demodulator.

Audio Demodulator - Subcarrier demodulator operating at 8 MHZ in

video baseband.

Station Location - Anchorage, Alaska, 610 12' N and 148° 48' W.
'
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Table 2.2

lqnLiaiaz_fssialam112.

Satellite EIRP (2 TWT's

:Space Loss

*Satellite Beam Shape Loss

Receive Antenna Gain

Carrier Level at Feed Output

System Noise Temperature

II TA Li" - 1 TL Tp
LF, LP

18 + 1.037 -1 X 290 .+ 351.037 1.037

17.3 4- 10.35 + 35

. ,
Noise = KTB ,, ••
4 .

.t. K .. 228.6 dBW/ K/ Hz

: T m .18 .dB (62.65° K)

B 74 dB (25 MHZ)

C/N at Feed Output f-'77- 127.2 (-136.7)

-Threshold Extension Improvement Over.
• Conventional Demodulator

Margin Over 10 dB Threshold Level (Knee
of S/N vs C/N Curves)

•••• •

,

,

,

. 22.5 dBW

-196.5 dB

dB

49.8 dB

-127.2 dB

62.65° K

dBW

9.5 dB

dB

4.5 dB
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Table 2.3 

ATS-1 Satellite Characteristics

Position (May 30, 1969)

Drift Rate

•
Inclination

Orbit Eccentricity (Apogee/Perigee)

Squint Angle to Anchorage

Side Angle to Anchorage

EIRP (1 TWT)

EIRP (2 TWT's)

Beam Width (3 dB)

Noise Figure (Repeater 1)

Noise Figure (Repeater 2)

III

149.9480 W

0.017°/day E

1.572°

0.0003

8o

o°

5'

19.5 dBW

22.5 dBW

20°

5.8 dB

5.9 dB
Expected EIRP Reduction due to Satellite BeamWidth and Station Position 

2.5 to 3 dB
Repeater Gain (exclusive of antennas) 120 dBekivo
Antenna Gain (Transmit) 013.5 dB
Antenna Gain (Receive) 

6 dB
Repeater Input. Level, 3 dB Above Noise

Twr 1

TWT 2

TWT ,3

TWT 4

-113 dBm

-111.7 dBm

-110 dBm

112.9 dBm
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Table 2.4 

Required Transmitter Performance ;

.' Satellite Input for Saturated Output

Antenna Gain

Space Loss at 6 GHZ

EIRP Required to Saturate Satellite

• I.

or

- 83.7 dBm

6 dB

- 199.1 dB

4. 109.4 dBm

4- 79.4 dBW
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Table 2.5

Power Estimate

;t (120/203, 3 phase, 60 Hz) .

Current Am s er has

Cryogenic Equipment
2

Servo Motors, both axes
10

Electronics
5 •

17

120V X 17 A

Total Power Estimated -

2,040 Watts per Phase

6,120 Watts
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Table 2.6

FLI1ht and Volume Estimate

yeillit_SPounds) Volume (Cubic Feet

Antenna

'

• 1‘

Mount (including rings, motors,

2,.500 2,250 *

and counter weights) 14,000 750 **

Subreflector 250 a5o

•

Electronic Racks ( 600 56

Compressed Gas (6 Bottles) 1,800 90

19,150 3,296

* - Antenna is shipped in 4 crates, 31/2 X 15 X 15 feet.

** - Mount gross dimensions are 30 X 5 X 5 feet.

• •••



EQU111. IPMENT

A. 

•

• A. Antenna and Feed 

•The antenna is a 30-foot diameter parabolic dish with
•'a 3-foot sOreflector and a linearly polarized, adjustable

feed. Gain at .4 GHZ is 49.8 dB, with the expected efficien-
cy of 65 percent. The 3 dB beam width is 0.57 degrees and

the 1 dB beam width is 0.33 degrees. Aluminum is used for
•the reflector and steel is used for the backup structure,

and the mount. The mount is a polar mount having limited
motion of about 4- 2.5 degrees in each direction, which is

- accomplished by means of electric motor drives. Installed
on ja concrete pad, the antenna is initially positioned to

.-point at the satellite. Fine positioning to follow satellite
movement is accomplished manually with the above-mentioned
motor drives and -,digital voltmeter readout of position poten-
tiometers. Antenna position readouts can be initially
calibrated for a given satellite location by peaking the
IF AGC meter on the received signal, while adjusting the
antenna. Following the satellite can be done by moving the
antenna to peak the ACC voltage or by adjusting the antenna
position to pre-computed values of antenna position. This
antenna has been used for several space system tests by

..Hughes.



,
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B. Parametric Amplifier.

A 35-degree Kelvin, helium-cooled parametric amplifier is

expected to be used. This three-stage unit was designed

and built by Hughes and has been used for receiving signals

from ATS and other satellites. It will be mounted directly

behind the antenna feed to reduce losses at its input, thus

keeping the system noise temperature at a minimum.

C. Receiver .

A tunnel diode amplifier and a down converter comprise the

receiver. The tunnel diode amplifier has a gain of 12 dB

and a noise figure of about -6 to 7 dB. Down conversion is •

accomplished by a mixer with a signal generator as a local

oscillator. Image response and reduction of out-of-band

signals is accomplished by a 25 EHZ bandpass filter on the

input of the receiver. A 130 MHZ IF amplifier is utilized,

having a gain of about 70 dB.

D. . Demodulators

To achieve demodulation of low carrier-to-noise signals, a

special wideband threshold extension demodulator designed

by Hughes will be utilized. This demodulator is also being

used in the Barbados cloud picture experiments, using ATS-3.
,

A threshold extension of 5 dB is expected to be achieved.



IV. IMPLEMENTATION IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATIONS 

Since it is expected that much of the required equipment will
be in use at the island of Barbados until the end of July, 1969,

upon its arrival by airplane in California, the equipment will be
checked for possible physical damage and for proper operation. It
can then be loaded on an Alaska-bound ship. It is estimated that it
can be ready to operate by September, 1969. A go-ahead is needed,
however, by about July 1st, so that preparations can be started for
the site and so that all arrangements are completed in time for all

• interfaces.

Interfaces to be defined include:

Power connectors

Power forms

Video and audio levels, impedances and connectors

Building or shelter space available

Site for antenna.

Operations are expected to include several hours of television
transmission per day. A three man crew is expected to be required the
first month, with a one or two man crew for following months.
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From an operational point of view, the system would follow

*tt.t.e block diagram of Chart I. The Television Network feeds would

Joe available at the AT&T Test Room in Asheville, North Carolina.

A?r,om that point to the Rosman Ground Station, we would utilize

temporary facilities, also provided by AT&T. The.Rooman station

.would feed the ATS-1 satellite with the programs being received

the Hughes Transportable Ground Station in Anchorage, Alaska.

From the ground station to the participating Anchorage stations,

;temporary microwave links might have to be provided, if the

ground station is located beyond the normal run for coaxial cable

interconnection.

It is intended that the program material fed to the Anchor-

age stations would be primarily live News and Sports,. as well as

Some recorded News and Public Affairs items of prime importance.

The balance of the programming fed would be determined by the

Anchorage stations, based on the Network program availability at

the transmission site. The consideration being given here is the

affect that the programming available at the transmission site has

on the actual air schedule of the programs, as. they are normally

telecast in Anchorage.

It is hoped that an additional voice channel can be made

available from the Control Studio in New York, via the satellite,

for guideline or cue purposes. This circuit will be uni-directional

from New York to Anchorage. It is not contemplated that a two-way

capability will be needed for the purpose of this test.



•
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,* •

It is intended that the system provide optimum NTSC color
. programming to the station. It is recognized that since certain,
aspects of Che system: may be marginalp that an optimum color signal

' may not be obtainable. We hope, however, to deliver no worse than
-.a Grade II signal at the receiving end.

•,•

r,

-

it•

•,7,"

.• •

SF

•

••1.1
:

,
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Items To Be Provided B,

. NETWORKS 

(1) Video and Audio Signal to the
0,

Ground Station.

(2) Two-way communication to and

between the Ground Stations.

(3) Networks will arrange for ,del ivory
• • •

of the signal from the Ground

Station:to Anchorage'Affillates
• .

•Assist Hughes in getting the

,neceseary site and building .

,facilities.

,

•

, . •

.HUGHES

'(l) The entire Ground Station

hardware  and all necessary test
•

. and monitor equipment, as well

, as the signals at base band.

(2) Supervise the signal trans-

MiSSiOriD at Rosman.

(3) Provide power to run the
4

station either Diesel or aommercial

(4) Provide all necessary manpower

.to set-up, run, maintain and knock-

down the ground station.
. .

.(5) Preferable start of the test

.is prior to the Apollo #11 liftoff

.icheduled for July 16th.

.(6) 1g not item #5, no later than

September 1, 1969.
‘• •

.(7) All necessary site survey and

. preparation..

(8) Provide a second (2nd) ground

station in the U.S.A., at a mutuall

agreeable site for environmental

tests,



. •
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NETWORKS
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,
pucHEs 

Tie responsibilities and equipment

are the same as those above for the, . 
. .

: . • 
..: . . 

i.. 

.i.Anchome station.
.. ••

... :,.

,

•.-•

'

0,

.•

(9) The estimated costs are as 

folioiteMs 1-7, $50,000 for the first pst

month, less the cost of space and

building rental; $10,000 for each

month thereafter.

Item 8, $40,000 for the firs (16t)

month, less cost of space and buildin

rental; $10,000 for each month there-

after.

(10) Video objectives in terms of

specifications are those outlined in

the document entitled "Television

Initial Line-Up Performance Guide."

Audio objectives are 600#20ohms balanced

audio at dBm, signal to noise ratio

46 dB or better. Harmonic distortion

lets than 3 percent.
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Thursday 10/30/69

4:45 Dr. Posner of NASA headquarters called to say
you had sent a memo to Mr. Shapley asking for

a summery of the status of the program to allow
private use of the ATS 1 and 3 satellites for
private nongovernmental experimental use.

Their problem is that all the people who would
normally respond to this inquiry are away on field
trips. Wondered if it would be O.K. to submit
it by early next week or mid-week.

5:35 TW said O.K. advised Dr. Posner's secretary.

(13) 24540

67



October 27, 1969

MEMORANDUM FO
R

Mr. Willtø Shapl
ey

Associate i-ieputy
 Administrator

National Aeronau
tics and Space A

dministration

Will you please 
send me a sumrrxa

ry of the status o
f our program

to allaw private
 use of the ATS I 

and 3 satellites f
or private none

governmental eAh'
perirnental use.

Clay T. Whitehe
ad

Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Flanigan

Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Kriegsman

Central Files

CTIThitehead:jm



October 23, 1969

MWORANDIJM FOR THE RECORD

Conversation with Lee DuBridge:

(1) The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is

intensely interested in getting free channels on the new

domestic satellite system. I invited DuBridge to

participate In our Public Broadcasting Working Group

and he agreed.

(2) We discussed the possibility of setting up a

position for Deputy Administrator for Science and

Applications in NASA and agreed that this would be a

useful thing to do, particularly if it could be done at the

same time as George Lowe's appointment as Deputy

Administrator is announced. I agreed I would talk to

Tom Paine.

(3) 1 suggested that the High Energy Physics Progran;

be transferred to NSF and that the political wines verc

right in the Joint Committe. DuBridge agreed that this

was well worth considering and would talk to his staff

about it.

Clay T. 'Whitehead
Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Kriegsman

Mr. Whitehead

Central Files

CTWhitehead:jm/ed
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November 13, 1969

To: James Schlesinger

From: Torn Whitehead

FYI, as discussed. Where do we

stand on the NASA budget?

Copy of draft outline of President's

Message on the Space Program (11/13/69)
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DRAFT OUTLINE: President's Message on the Space Program

Here we are: (A) two successful visits to the Moon
(B) one success in two attempts

Where are we going in space?

Four goals: Exploration
Earth applications
Science
Maintain a manned spaceflight capability

Space as both: an investment in the future
an adventure for the pre-sent

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an
adventure for all mankind
But it was also a vehicle for developing a space
exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- must now
shift our focus to a continuing program of exploration
and application; a continuing process rather than a series
of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of options developed by the Space Task
Group, I have decided on the following rra jor program
goals and initiatives:

1. Ex lore the moon
The Apollo manned landings should be continued and
paced at a rate of about one per year to maximize
scientific return.

2. Explore the planets and the solar system 
During the next decade, we will launch scientific
spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore
the vast space between.

3. Develop a prolonged earth orbit capability for man
A newly designed experimental space station will
begin operational missions in the next two to three years.



4. Expand earth applications
Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources
Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next
decade a vigorous program to emphasize new applications
of space technology.

5. Lower the costs of space launches 
Our current rocket technology will provide a reliable
launch capability through the next decade. We will
continue our research and development to develop even
lower costs for launching space payloads in the future.

6. Extend man's capability in space 
In the next decade we will begin to develop a larger and
longer-lived space station module that will serve both
as a near-earth space station and a building block
for manned interplanetary travel. We will plan to
land men on the planet Mars as a part of this program,
perhaps as early as the late 1980's.

7. Expand international cooperation

Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should
be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit
space for national purposes, but to share it. Our
progress will be faster if all nations work together,
both in resources and in results.

This is.a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our
space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The
resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We will
seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady progress

consistent with other pressing national priorities. In some years, we
hope to be able to expand our effort and move some accomplishments
nearer in time, but we know that in other years that will not be so.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore
new worlds. The universe lies before us. For the rest of time we
will be men from the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves accordingly.



October 13, 1969

Dear Mr. Gell-Mna:

Thank you for your letter of October 7th specifying
two altornativos for the space program omitted
from the Spume Task Group report.

I have forwarded your proposals to Peter Flanigan,
Assistant to the President, who has responsibility
for this matter. for Ms attention.

Yours sincerely,

John D. Usnehmen
Counsel to the President

Mr. Murray Gell-Mann
California Institut* of Teehaology
Charles 6. Lauritsen Laboratory
of High Illaorgy Physics

Pasadena, California 91109

1,bcc: Peter Flanigan (with copy of incoming)

t
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CHARLES C. LAURITSEN LABORATORY OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA P1109

October 7, 1969

Mr. John Ehrlichman
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Ehrlichman:

I am writing, as you requested, to specify two alternatives for the
space program that were omitted from the report of the Space Task Group.
It is possible that a detailed memo along these lines is being prepared
in OST, but I thought I should write you anyway.

The report listed, as you know, a "maximum pace bound" (MYB), an
Option I, an Option II, an Option III, and a "low level bound" (LLB).
The funding for each was projected in Fig. 1 on page 19 of the report.
If we look at Table 1 on page 20, we discover that, with respect to
scientific projects (other than the large orbiting observatory) and
applications of the space program, LLB agrees with MTB and with Option I,
while the compromise options II and III have much later target dates for
most of them:

We could, therefore, consider two more options, called ha and Ilia
for example, which are like II and III except that the funding of these
applications and scientific projects is as in Option I (or as in LLB,
which comes to the same thing).

The extra cost of such a change (from II to Ha or III to lila)
would cone to a little more than two hundred million dollars per year
over the next few years. If it is desired to keep the total NASA budget
the same as in II or III, the money can be recouped approximately by
stretching out the moon landings from three per year to two per year
(which would give more opportunity for asking the right scientific
questions between landings) and by stretching out slightly the schedule
of the big space station (which would allow more opportunity to learn
from the experience in earth orbit under the Apollo Applications Program).

If such an alternative he, or Ina is to be adopted, it would be
advisable to support it with a policy statement at the Presidential
level; otherwise it might be possible for NASA to use the money for



Mr. John Ehrlichman -2- October 7, 1969

applications and for scientific projects as a contingency fund, cancelling
some of these projects whenever extra money is needed for the bigger items
in the budget.

I hope this brief note may be of some use to you. It was nice talking
with you in Aspen.

Sincerely yours,

Murra Gell-Mann

MGM:jc

Enclosure: Space Task Group Report of September 1969



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTUN

October 7, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO: Bryce Harlow
John Ehrlichman
Bob Haldeman
vbarrell Trent
Harry Flemming
Herb Klein

FROM: Peter M. Flanigan

I had a long discussion with Dr. Paine regarding the hiring
of Republicans for NASA. I pointed out that the President
recognized the technical requirements for most of the people
in NASA. I further pointed out that the President was in-
sistent on having his appointees fill the position of Counsel,
Public Affairs, Congressional Liaison and Administration. In
addition, he wishes them strongly represented in the leader-
ship of the Agency.

Paine responded by saying that he was most sympathetic with
the President's program. Hc said he had agreed:

1. For General Counsel, to appoint our candidate
Beresford. In addition he had appointed a Republican,
Harnett, for industry contact. The Assistant Counsel
for Procurement is currently being chosen by Beresford.

2. Re Public Affairs, while he felt it would have
been a mistake to replace Julian Scheer prior to the
Apollo XI shot, he is entirely willing to do so at this
time. While Julian Scheer is a Democrat and has held
the position for a long time, in justice it should be
pointed out that the rumors that he had not been coopera-
tive with the Vice President and the Vice President's
staff are false.

3. With regard to Congressional Liaison, Paine is
entirely willing to replace Allnut now. If the White
House insists he will hire McKenzie and train him hard
hoping that McKenzie will be able to take over within
between six and twelve months. However, Paine frankly
feels that McKenzie does not have the scope for the job.

(1 With regard to administration, this function is exercised
by the Deputy Administrator for Operations and Management.
This is the job Finger had. This job is still open and
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Paine would be very happy to receive recommendations.
Because of the lack of Republican recommendations with
the qualifications to hold the job, he has had before
the Flemming office for clearance (but is not pushing)
a Democrat by the name of Asher who has been with GE
and was Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense under
McNamara. The type of man needed here is one who has
had experience either in Bureau of the Budget or Defense
Department or in managing a major industrial enterprise.

4. With regard to top management, the position of
Deputy is currently open. The White House had recom-
mended a Gordon McDonald for this position. While Paine
feels McDonald is intelligent he feels he is a "scitterer"
in that he tries to do too many things at one time. He
suggests instead a Mr. Low who ran the Apollo program in
Houston. Dr. Low is 42, has been with NASA since college,
and Paine feels is one of the most competent people in
government. He feels that Low can move on in the Admin-
istration from this point. Low apparently is non-political
having been'llatcheemost of his life. He also feels that
by appointing Low the President protects himself at the
time of the inevitable disasters th c, . will occur. Paine
is considering offering McDonald zi, :job.

6. In the post of Technology Utilization we have
recommended a Mr. Steg. Paine is moving on this recom-

'mendation and believes he will act favorably.

The office of Assistant Administrator for Advance Research
and Technology is being held open (this is a position Deggs
had). Paine is considering reorganization of NASA and wants
to have one free spot for this purpose.

believe Paine is entirely understanding and cooperative.
The problem to date has been finding people that he thinks
are sufficiently qualified to do the jobs. I am satisfied
he will seriously consider anyone we send over, so the
monkey is on our back to find the right candidates.



Monday 10/27/69

3:45 Bobbie Greene in Cole's office was checking
to see if a draft statement had#been prepared
(page 2 of Mr. F1anigan's memo to the
Staff Secy.).



Oct. 27, 1969

TO: EVA

FROM: B013I3IE GREENE

As per our conversation.



Bobbie Greene in Cole's office called

October 6 memo

Flanigan sent staff secy. memo which wan answer to

a memo from Mayo to President on Task Group Report.

I have aKked my staff to draft the essential elements that

would be used in the

will send cy.

Space Task Group report.



OR.A IVO AVA.

TO:

FROM: PETER FLANIGALI

RE: Log 1491

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

October 6, 1969

THE STAFF SECRETARY

7(61

For your information, I am attaching hereto as

Exhibit A a letter from Dr. Paine to the President reco
mmending

that he support Option 2. As Exhibit B, I am attaching a copy

of a letter from Mr. Mayo to me which was sent to me with 
a

copy of his letter to the President. Both these expand on

problems set.forth in Director Mayo's memorandum to the Pre
sident

of September 25.

I agree with Director Mayo that it would be a mi
stake

for the President to adopt now a fixed set of actions whi
ch would

have serious budgetary implications over the next year. 
However,

I do not believe that the Presiaent can delay until the 
budget

review to respond to the Space Task Group A41,0411.to him
. I

believe there is a middle ground which can meet the
 political

requirements of an affirmative response from the Pres
ident and

at the same time meet the fiscal requirements so persu
asively

stated by Bob Mayo. In this middle ground the President should

say that after a review of the Space Task Group's re
port, he

believes that we should plan on a Mars landing in
 the mid-1980s.

(This is essentially Option 2. However, by limiting it to the

Mars landing, he does not approve all the other i
tems of Option 2.)

The President's statement should go on to say tha
t obviously a

program extending over the next 17 years cannot be 
fixed as of

this time; that in moving toward this goal we must 
recognize that

in certain years actions might be taken which tempora
rily delay

certain activities, whereas in other times when 
budgetary conditions

permit we can increase our effort and hopefully adv
ance the date

of the Mars landing.

I believe a program developed along these li
nes will

result in retaining the needed fiscal flexib
ility, yet keeping for

the President the enthusiasm generated by the cu
rrent space

program. At the time the President releases this memo
randum, he

can also direct NASA to prepare a 1971 budget at t
he "below 4.0B"

level referred to in Mayo's memorandum to me o
f September 25.



have asked my staff to draft the essena1 elements that would

be used in a statement by the President along the lines

suggested above.

Enclosures
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NATIONAL A . .,NAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20546

y. 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

September 19, 1969

This letter provides my recommendations for further actions you may wish

to take on the report of the Space Task Group.

The report and your initial reaction to it are receiving positive and

widespread public support. Representative editorials are enclosed.

Particularly noteworthy are the favorable comments of the New York Times

and Washington Post, papers which are often critical. This favorable

environment suggests the desirability of an appropriate follow-up.

In considering which of the STG Report's three options you may wish to

select, other problems currently facing the nation must obviously be

taken into account. Option 1, the most vigorous of the proposed programs,

clearly offers this nation the greatest opportunities and greatest challenge

in the long run. However, it is the most expensive in the near term when

resources are most constrained. Option 3, which defers for at least 20

years the challenge of a manned mission to Mars, lacks vigor and fails to

seize fully the opportunities available.

My recommendation, therefore, is that you select Option 2, a balanced and

challenging program which includes as major objectives the earth-orbiting

space station, space shuttle and nuclear stage in the 1970's, leading to

a manned mission to Mars in the 1980's. As the nation progresses toward

meeting its other needs during the next few years, I would hope that we

may be able to reexamine this and move closer to Option 1.

In the near future I believe it would be advantageous for you to make a

public statement of your view of the nation's future in space. As I men-

tioned at our meeting last week, the dedication of the new Lunar Science

Institute at Houston might afford an appropriate occasion. We could

arrange the dedication for any date convenient to you in the next month.

I would be happy to discuss these matters further with you at any time.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

T. O. Paine
Administrator



NEWS MEDIA REACTION TO SPACE TASK GROUP REPOR
T

The news media reaction to the Space Task Group

report has been good. The story broke in two parts.

The first followed the briefing for you at the White

House and the press reported that both a "crash" progr
am

and a "going-out-of-business" program had been rejecte
d

by the President. The immediate reaction was favorable.

The second wave of reaction, which is still current
,

followed the press briefing by the Vice President 
this

week.

Today's Washington Post took a reasoned approach

and is typical of the kind of reaction we are hearing

from individual members of the press and what we c
an

anticipate from editorial comment in the near 
future.

It is interesting that there has been no "selection"

by the news media of a favorite option--all seem to
 be

judged as reasonable and rational.

The Post said, "Acceptance by the President of the

basic recommendation would eliminate talk of aband
oning

manned space flight, which would be a foolish cour
se of

action, or of proceeding toward Mars in a crash 
effort

to get there as quickly as possible.

"It is difficult for anyone to reach any other c
on-

clusion except those who blindly opposed manned 
space

travel or those who, equally blindly, favor giving
 it

the nation's top priority."

The Evening Star said the decision not to engage

in a crash program is a "sensible, realistic vie
w."

The New York Times said, "If the President made a

commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his 
press

secretary suggested, it was of a very different c
haracter



from the commitment , regard to the moon that President

Kennedy made in 1961. Mr. Nixon indulged in no dramatics;

he did not appear before Congress; and he set no inflex-

ible timetable to be achieved at almost any cost 

The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have rejected

were always unreal. There was never any prospect that this

country would abandon manned space flight entirely, or,

conversely, that the United States would give a manned

flight to Mars first priority over its many pressing domes-

tic problems."
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The report of President Nixon's Task Grou
p on

Space and, indeed, even the speeches to Cong
ress

of the three men who rode in Apollo 11 ha
ve

brought some rationality back to the discussion

of whither the space program. That report r
ecom-

mends that the President commit the nation 
to a

"long-range goal of manned planetary 
exploration"

aimed at a landing, on Mar's in the early 198
0s, the

mid-1980s, or the 1990s. Acceptance by 
the Presi-

dent of the basic recommendation would el
iminate

talk of abandoning manned space flight, 
which

would be a foolish course of action, or of 
proceed-

ing toward Mars in a crash effort to get t
here as

quickly as possible. •

It is difficult for anyone to reach any other con-

clusion except those who blindly oppos
ed manned

space travel or those who, equally blin
dly, favor

giving it the nation's top priority. Space
 explora-

tion ought to proceed in an orderly way, 
maximiz-

ing at every step the advance of know
ledge and

the utilization of it here on earth. In fact, 
it is not

at all clear that the President should set 
a "goal"

of a Mars landing in any particular year.

What is important is for the nation to pu
sh ahead

on the immediate recommendations of
 the Task

Group=exploring the moon, develo
ping the tools

that are needed for systematic exploita
tion of our

space travel capability, and extractin
g from the

space program more benefits for those 
of us who

are earthbound. This means that NASA 
would con-

tinue its moon flights, perhaps reachi
ng the day

in the 1970s when semi-permanent colonies
 would

be established on the moon's surface. At
 the same

lime, it would push development of a n
uclear rock-

et engine, which would make long-ra
nge space

travel more feasible, a space vehicle th
at could be

landed on earth and used over and 
over again,

which would reduce the costs of each mis
sion sharp-

ly, and a space station to hold a do
zen or so men•

that could be flown in orbit arou
nd •the earth or

the moon or, when the time comes, 
Mars.

This kind of program would keep N
ASA operat-

ing for a while on about the budget
 it now has. It

would have the advantage of allowi
ng the agency to

keep together the remarkable team
 of scientists

and engineers it has created by givi
ng them new

and interesting problems to solve.
 At the same

time, it would encourage those in NA
SA who want

to tailor the space program to pro
duce more in-

formation directly useful in the soluti
on of earthly

problems—surveys of natural resour
ces, weather

prediction and control, and so on.

. Although parts of the speeches the 
three astro-

nauts of Apollo 11 delivered to Congr
ess Tuesday

were open pleas for money for future 
space flights,

they were carefully balanced by the,
 recognition

each man gave to the needs of domestic
 programs

for the funds that might otherwise 
be spent in

space. The words of Neil Armstrong, th
e first man

to walk on the moon, are worth repe
ating because

they catch the spirit of the delicate 
balance that

must be made between the dreams for
 adventure

and the practical realities of life:

Several weeks ago, I enjoyed the war
mth of

reflection on the true meaning of 
the spirit of

Apollo. I stood in the highlands • of 
this nation,

near the continental divide, intro
ducing to my

sons the wonders of nature and pleasures of

looking for deer and elk. In their en
thusiasm for

the view, they frequently stumbled on
 the rocky

trails, but when they looked only t
o their foot-

ing, they did not see the elk.

To those of you have advocated 
looking high'

we owe our sincere gratitude, for you have

granted us the opportunity to see som
e of the

grandest views of the Creator. To 
those of you

who have been our honest critics, w
e also thank,

for you have reminded us tha
t we dare nut

forget to watch the trail.
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Slow IL7 ta.Milarts
Although President Nixon

 supports

an American commitmen
t to land a man

on Mars, he has made 
clear through

Press Secretary Ziegler th
at the under-

taking will not involve a h
igh-speed, ex-

tra-costly crash program 
that would ig-

nore "budgetary considera
tions."

• This is a sensible, realisti
c view. It is

in keeping, in fact, with
 the balanced

space program that has
 been recom-

• mended by a special pan
el of advisers in

the report just accepted
 and endorsed by

• Mr. Nixon. The panel, h
eaded by Vice

. President Agnew, includ
es NASA Admin-

istrator Thomas 0. Pain
e, Air Force Sec-

retary Robert C. Seama
ns and White

House Science Adviser L
ee E. du Bridge

— all well-qualified to o
ffer sound coun-

sel on the subject.

These and other disting
uished mem-

bers of the study group 
have given the

President three • options a
s to the timing

of a landing on Mars—i
n 1983, no sooner

than 1986, or around the 
year 2000. With

the President's concurr
ence, the panel

has rejected two alternat
ives as extreme.

One would have the co
untry go all-out—

more or less in the mann
er of the Apollo

moon landing — to put 
an American on

Mars in the shortest 
possible time, re-

gardless of cost. The 
other, on comple-

tion of the Apollo prog
ram, would put an

end to all manned spa
ce projects.

- What seems predic
table is that when

he makes his decision on the t
imetable

for Mars, Mr. Nixon will be go
verned by

what its effects may be not only
 on other

space ventures, but , also on down-

to-earth human requirements a
nd the

amount of money available to meet

them. Meanwhile, he has indic
ated that

he fully agrees with the panel's 
recom-

mendation ,that 'the space • program,

wholly apart from the Apollo 
landings •

still to come, should be pressed
 forward

with vigor 'through the 1970s
. The pro-

gram would include unmann
ed probes

of the Martian surface and 
a "grand

tour" of the environs of the outer

planets. Also, strenuous e
fforts would

be made to develop a re-usab
le shuttle •

vehicle that would be capab
le of re-

maining in orbit, with large
 crews, for

months at a time.

One of the important aspect
s of such

a program is that it would 
provide for

projects numerous enough a
nd signifi-

cant enough to insure agains
t a grave

weakening or withering away of the

great and vital complex of scientists,

technicians, administrators an
d techno-

logical plants now engaged
 in space

work. It is work full of immen
se actual

and potential value. And it
 will lead, '

among other things, to the
 , day when

man will almost certainly se
t foot on

Mars and go on from ther
e to explore

deeper and deeper in the fir
mament.
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A cool trip to 'ars

IIE special space Task Group head--
ed by Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
has soundly advised the President# to
adopt a slow-but-sure approach to a
manned landing on Mars.

Their report, submitted yesterday,
proposes landing a man on Mars#20no
sooner than the early 1980's, perhaps
not before 1986 and possibly not until
the 1990's.

Mr. Agnew says he favors the 1986
target date as a reasonable compromise
that would muster "broad scientific and
political support."
This would mean a National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA)
budget of around $4 billion for each of
the next three fiscal years, rising grad-
ually to a peak of $3 billion in the 1930's.
Thus, the nation would ease into its

Mars commitment instead of adopting
the expensive race-ahead tactics of the
$24 billion Apollo moon program.
But even a cool trip to Mars will cost

plenty — and the space scientists hope
to get the most for their money.

For instance, the Task Group mem-
bers — Mr. Agnew, Thomas 0. .Paine of
NASA, Air Force Secretary Robert C.
Seamans and Lee A. DuBridge, the
President's science adviser — proposed
reusable space ships instead of present
craft, which shed their multi-million-
dollar parts like throw-away beer cans.
And they offered their alternative

timetables so that the pace of the Mars
project could be tailored to the availa-
bility of funds.
In short, the President's advisers are

saying it would be a mistake to get out
of space — but a mistake , to plunge
ahead regardless of cost.
They recognize the Mars mission

must take its place alongside the other
national needs — some of them very
pressing indeed.
The economic spin-off benefits of

space technology, the challenge of new
worlds beyond our own and the poten-
tial military significance of space ven-
tures amply justify the kind of Mars
program the Task Group proposes.
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Slow Boat to Mars
The Apollo 11 .astronauts wero low-pressure advo-

cates of the space program in their Congressional

appearance yesterday. No one listening to them could

doubt that they would like to see Americans walk

on Mars as soon as possible. But they#made it plain

that they knew there#are many problems on earth

that cannot be ignored. The result was a modest plea

for a continuing space program having an appreciabl
e

but hardly an overriding priority.

That same ieasonable spirit seems#to have animated

President Nixon's reaction to the report of a stud
y

group on space exploration. If the President made 
a

commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as
 his

press secretary suggested, it was of a very di
fferent

character from the commitment with regard 
to the

moon that President Kennedy made in 1961. M
r. Nixon

indulged in no dramatics; he did not appe
ar before

Congress; and he set no inflexible timetable
 to be

achieved at almost any cost. About all he
 seems to

have done is to indicate that it would be 
a good idea

to land Americans on Mars well within the
 next half

century and to promise that he'd try to 
help the

project along within the limits of available 
resources.

The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have

rejected were always unreal. There was 
never any

prospect that this country would abando
n manned

space flight entirely, or, conversely, that t
he United

States would give a manned flight to
# Mars first

priority over its many pressing domestic prob
lems.

The intermediate path that will be followed 
in the

years ahead will depend upon the most vari
ed factors

from the progress made in curing the ills of
 the cities

to the new challenges in space that the
 Russians and

others are likely to pose. The space age 
is here to

stay, but the precise contours of how far
 and how

fast this nation will go in the decades ahead will

have to be determined on a pragmatic
 basis, almost

year by year and Administration by A
dministration.
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Mars Can Wait
The Space Task Group's recom-

mendation against making an early,

hard-and-fast decision on schedul-

ing a manned expedition to Mars

was sensibly made and has been

sensibly accepted. The project is

much too ambitious and will be

much too costly to be fitted head-

long to a timetable. Mr. Nixon has

approved a "balanced" space pro-

gram which contemplates the pos-

sibility of a Martian landing per-

haps in# the mid or late 1080's,

perhaps before the end of the cen-

tury, perhaps not until . sometime

after the year 2000.

So far, as can be seen now the

"balance" is the strongest point of

the endeavor to formulate plans

for the future space exploration.

The task group proposes that in the

next decade the United States un-

dertake instrumental tours and

probes of the planets (including

Mars of course,#20glfurther manned

study of the moon, development of

a reusable space shuttle which

could serve as a large space lab-

oratory and of a nuclear-powered

rocket. Much of this would be essen-

tial to an attempt to put men on

Mars in any case, and all of it

promises to advance knowledge of
the solar system.
As for Mars, the eagerness to

reach it has to be tempered by a
very sober, prudent consideration
of all the pressing# needs of the
country and the earth. It is not
something to which we can, or
should, commit ourselves and the

future in a fit of adventurous and
extremely expensive impatience.

Fortunately, it seems that scien-
tists and Washington are now

wisely agreed on that.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 'Wednesday, September 17, 1069

Pace for space
President Nixon's task force on space

offers useful guidance for the American

space program over the next decade. A

manned orbiting station, a space shuttle,

a nuclear-powered rocket, unmanned

probes, and satellites for communication,
meteorology, and navigation these set

the tone and pace for the postmoon phase.

The United States needs a vigorous
space drive. This is a vast, productive,
challenging frontier. There must be, of
course, a thoughtful sharing of funds with
the more urgent and immediate programs

here on earth. A proposed $4 billion

budget for each of 10 years may be overly

ambitious. But even the eventual manned

landing on Mars should not be jettisoned.

An orbiting space station would be a

gate-opener for further. explorations, be-
sides affording essential experience in
space living. The space shuttle would,
economically, get men to the orbiting sta-
tion, bring intelligence data back to earth,
launch unmanned vehicles. The nuclear
rocket would power, someday, the great
ship for Mars.
The essential aerospace companies need

a continuity if they are to maintain their

talent assemblages and financial stability.

Someday, the American space program

may become a worldwide project, includ-

ing the Soviets. But as of now it is up to
President Nixon to assure that the United

, States carries on adequately with its well-

begun space odyssey.
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This is in response to your September 22 request for my

comments on Tom Paine's recommendation to the President

that Option II of the Space Task Group report be selected

as the announced space programfor the future.'

My views are set forth in a separate memorandum to the

President (copy attached).

Our preliminary analysis of the funding levels set forth in

the Space Task Group report leads us to believe that they

are underestimated (in addition to the fact that 1969 dollars

are used). If this is in fact the case, then if the President

chooses Option II he will be faced with even greater annual

budget increases for NASA than forecast in the report.

We have attempted to modify the program content of Option II,

maintaining the goal of a manned Mars expedition in 1986. By

reducing the Lunar Exploration program to two flights a year
,

by eliminating the manned activities not directly related t
o

the Mars mission (i.e., Space Bases and Lunar Surface Bases),

and by developing the space transportation system and the space

station in series rather than in parallel, we estimate that the

1971-1973 annual budgets for NASA can be kept below $4.0 B. 
By

1930, however, a budget approaching $7.0 B can be anticipated.

These estimates are below those shown for Option II in the Spa
ce

Task Group report and admittedly are not precise. However, it

is my belief that in order for this Administration to make a

credible start to meet the goals and objectives set forth in

any of the options, we cannot go much below these funding levels.

That is why I am against endorsement of any option until after

the 1971 budget review process.
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The Bureau of the Budget needs the opportunity to conduct a

full scale analysis and review of the documentation supporting

the estimates in the report.

Should the President feel that announcement of a decision is

required now, I would recommend that he specifically avoid

endorsing any option defined in the report. These options

were composed of illustrative programs and gross estimates

of ultimate costs. If he endorses the manned Mars goal, I

would hope that the timing would be left at "sometime in

this century" until much more review of the requirements

for meeting that goal can be completed. We are prepared

to supply you with a list of the programmatic and fiscal

constraints which should be communicated to NASA along with

the final decision made by the President.

nobarZ. P. Mayo
Director

Attachment

/2y
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• MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 6, 1969

TO: TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: PETER

After reviewing all the attached memoranda, will you

please draft a statement that the President might use,

picking Option 2 but providing his flexibility along

the lines suggested in my memorandum of October 4.

Enclosures
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

October 6, 1969

TO: THE STAFF SECRETARY

FROM: YETER FLANIGAN

BE: Log 1491

For your information, I am attaching hereto as

Exhibit A a letter from Dr. Paine to the President recommending

that he support Option 2. As Exhibit B, I am attaching a copy

of a letter from Mr. Mayo to me which was sent to me with a

copy of his letter to the President. Both these expand on

problems set forth in Director Mayo's memorandum to the President

of September 25.

I agree with Director Mayo that it would be a mistake

for the President to adopt now a fixed set of actions which would

have serious budgetary implications over the next year. However,

I do not believe that the Presicient can delay until the budget

review to respond to the Space Task Group letter to him. I

believe there is a middle ground which can meet the political

requirements of an affirmative response from the President and

at the same time meet the fiscal requirements so persuasively

stated by Bob Mayo. In this middle ground the President should

say that after a review of the Space Task Group's report, he

believes that we should plan on a Mars landing in the mid-1980s.

(This is essentially Option 2. However, by limiting it to the

Mars landing, he does not approve all the other items of Option 2.)

The President's statement should go on to say that obviously a

program extending over the next 17 years cannot be fixed as of

this time; that in moving toward this goal we must recognize that

in certain years actions might be taken which temporarily delay

certain activities, whereas in other times when budgetary conditions

permit we can increase our effort and hopefully advance the date

of the Mars landing.

I believe a program developed along these lines will

result in retaining the needed fiscal flexibility, yet keeping for

the President the enthusiasm generated by the current space

program. At the time the President releases this memorandum, he

can also direct NASA to prepare a 1971 budget at the "below 4.0B"
level referred to in Mayo's memorandum to me of September 25.
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I have asked my staff to draft the essential elements that would
be used in a statement by the President along the lines
suggested above.

Enclosures
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THE WHITE

ACTION MEMORANDUM

Date: September 30, 1969

FOR ACTION: J. Ehrlichman
H. Kissinger
L. DuBridge
B. Harlow

lb P. Flanigan
FROM THE ,STAFF SECRETARY

WAS ILINOTON%

Time:

LOG NO.:.

10:48 A.M.

cc (for information): R. Mayo

DUE: Date: Monday, October 6, 1969 Time: 2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT:

DP. Mayo memorandum on Space Task Group Report

/ACTION REQUESTED:

- For Necessary Action

_ Prepare Agenda and Brief

For Your Comments

REMARKS:

__X..For Your Recommendations

-. Draft Reply

--Draft Remarks

Please review ID/r. Mayols memorandum and submit

your recommendations to the Staff Secretary

, • Pi 1'111 •-**1," " Wit'?" 'ON le frIl Mt. ft rri.v./1"1"e n AIIt —I •,"`
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SIL.:1-) 2 5

. NEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDLUT

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This Iremoranclum presents a summary of my views on the Space Task Group
Report and my recommendations as to the next steps in the decision process.
I was an observer on the Space Task Group and, as such, participated in its
discussion p on the future of the space program, reserving the right to
present to you my independent judgitent as your Budget Director.

The report sets forth an excellent catalog of technical possibilities for
the future. However, standing by itself, it has several shortcomings. In
my view, these shortcomings impair its completeness as a vehicle for your
final decision.

1. The report does not clearly differentiate between the values of
the manned space flight program versus a much less costly unmanned program
with its greater emphasis on scientific achicvemant and potential economic
returns.

2. The Space Task Group could not, nor did it try to, assess the
relative standing of the space program in our full range of national prioritie.
In order to do this, you might wish to have the report reviewed by the Cabinet--
and perhaps the Security Council as well.

3. The Group could not address the future economic context within which
the recommended space expenditure increases would have to be considered.

4. The report is written in such a way that your endorsement of any of

the recommended program options implies endorsement of major new long-term

developrent projects, which are included in all three of the program options.

Therefore, in a practical sense, the report TTME—gou little flexibility

except as to timing (and therefore annual costs). The impact of this is

only slightly softened by the assertion that the rate of progress toward

the goals would be subject to annual budget decision. This reservation

has very practical limits. All the defined options involve significant

budget increases over current levels.

5. The Bureau of the Budget has not had the opportunity to review in

detail the estimates set forth on page 22 of the report, but they vary

sufficiently from other estimates which have been used recently so that

we believe they are significantly underestimated. Furthermore, these

figures are presented in terns of 1969 dollars and are therefore further

underestimated by reason of the inflation that has already taken place.
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Of course, there is no reflection of price increases that are almost certain
to come in the years ahead.

The other decision factors that most concern me are related specifically to

.the 1971 budget, now under preparation, and to the budgets that you will be

preparing during the remainder of your first term.

The 1971 problem is severe because of:

1. The inflation we are still trying to bring under control.

2. The need to assume continuation Of the Vietnam conflict for budget

preparation purposes.

3. The cammitrrents we have already made in such areas as cioraestic welfare,

manpower training, social security benefits, revenue sharing, airports/airways,

mass transit, and supersonic transport development among others. Every one of

these commitments requires outlay increases in 1971.

4. Uncontrollable items such as interest on the national debt.

5. I,z-venue losses associated with the tax bill—even with proposed

Treasury amendments.

In light of these circumstances, I gave NASA an official budget planning

target of $3.5 billion for 1971. ($350 million below 1970). This target

was based on the assumption that after the manned lunar landing, some

reduction in NASA's current budget levels could be node to ease our overall

budget problem, without stopping the manned space program. All three options

set forth in the report require 1971 budgets of at least $100 million plus

price increases above the current NASA funding levels and further increases

in following years. These increases will have to come from programs of other

agencies.

BecaUse the Space Task Group report has now been published, your endorsement

now of any specific option will commit us to annual budget increases of at

least the magnitudes specified in the report. Therefore, you could lale

effective fiscal control of the program.

I am convinced that a forward-looking manned s,?ace program can be developed

ior you that does not involve con.mitLents to significant near-term budget 

increases.

Such a program would involve a slower rate of manned Apollo flights than

NASA now considers desirable. It would also involve consecutive rather

than simultaneous development of a space transportation system and space

station, which are necessary steps toward a manned Mars mission. I intend

to explore such a program in some detail with Dr. Paine during the FY 1971

budget decision process. Such a program could be accelerated in the future

if conditions permit.
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I believe this course would be preferable to announcing ambitious long-range
plans now and then having to cut back in the future due to econanic constraints.

In this circumstance, I recommend:

1. That you withhold announcement of your space program decision until
after you have reviewed the report recommendations specifically in the context
of the total 1971 budget problem.

2. That you ask the Cabinet and perhaps the NSC to consider the Space
Task Group report during October or November and advise you of their views
on its recaxnendations, so that you will have those views in mind during your
budget decisions.

3. That you consider 'fleeting with aom Paine and me after I have had an
opportunity to discuss with him the lower cost program option I have described
above. Your meeting could be planned for Wcember, and could serve as the
final step in your decision process on the NASA 1971 budget. At that time,
it is essential that you specify program content as well as budget guidance
in order to help maintain effective fiscal control of the program.

4. That your space program decisions be announced in the State of the
Union address, the budget message, or a special message to the Congress in
the spring of 1970.

2bbert P. Mayo
Diro,ctor



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

September 19, 1969

This letter provides my recommendations for further actions you may wish
to take on the report of the Space Task Group.

The report and your initial reaction to it are receiving positive and
widespread public support. Representative editorials are enclosed.
Particularly noteworthy are the favorable comments of the New York Times
and Washington Post, papers which are often critical. This favorable
environment suggests the desirability of an appropriate follow-up.

In considering which of the STG Report's three options you may wish to
select, other problems currently facing the nation must obviously be
taken into account. Option 1, the most vigorous of the proposed programs,
clearly offers this nation the greatest opportunities and greatest challenge
in the long run. However, it is the most expensive in the near term when
resources are most constrained. Option 3, which defers for at least 20
years the challenge of a manned mission to Mars, lacks vigor and fails to
seize fully the opportunities available.

My recommendation, therefore, is that you select Option 2, a balanced and
challenging program which includes as major objectives the earth-orbiting
space station, space shuttle and nuclear stage in the 1970's, leading to
a manned mission to Mars in the 1980's. As the nation progresses toward
meeting its other needs during the next few years, I would hope that we
may be able to reexamine this and move closer to Option 1.

In the near future I believe it would be advantageous for you to make a
public statement of your view of the nation's future in space. As I men-
tioned at our meeting last week, the dedication of the new Lunar Science
Institute at Houston might afford an appropriate occasion. We could
arrange the dedication for any date convenient to you in the next month.

I would be happy to discuss these matters further with you at any time.

Sincerely yours,

vt

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Enclosures



NEWS MEDIA REACTION TO SPACE TASK GROUP REPORT

The news media reaction to the Space Task Group
report has been good. The story broke in two parts.
The first followed the briefing for you at the White
House and the press reported that both a "crash" program
and a "going-out-of-business" program had been rejected
by the President. The immediate reaction was favorable.
The second wave of reaction, which is still current,
followed the press briefing by the Vice President this
week.

Today's Washington Post took a reasoned approach
and is typical of the kind of reaction we are hearing
from individual members of the press and what we can
anticipate from editorial comment in the near future.
It is interesting that there has been no "selection"
by the news media of a favorite option--all seem to be
judged as reasonable and rational.

The Post said, "Acceptance by the President of the
basic recommendation would eliminate talk of abandoning
manned space flight, which would be a foolish course of
action, or of proceeding toward Mars in a crash effort
to get there as quickly as possible.

"It is difficult for anyone to reach any other con-
clusion except those who blindly opposed manned space
travel or those who, equally blindly, favor giving it
the nation's top priority."

The Evening Star said the decision not to engage
in a crash program is a "sensible, realistic view."

The New York Times said, "If the President made a

commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his press
secretary suggested, it was of a very different character



from the commitment with regard to the moon that President
Kennedy made in 1961. Mr. Nixon indulged in no dramatics;
he did not appear before Congress; and he set no inflex-
ible timetable to be achieved at almost any cost 
The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have rejected
were always unreal. There was never any prospect that this
country would abandon manned space flight entirely, or,
conversely, that the United States would give a manned
flight to Mars first priority over its many pressing domes-
tic problems."
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A Spaceman's Sense of 'Mance
The report of President Nixon's Task Group on

Space and, indeed, even the speeches to Congress

of the three men who rode in Apollo 11 have

brought some rationality back to the discussion

of whither the space program. That report recom-

mends that the President commit the nation to a

"long-range goal of manned planetary exploration"

aimed at a landing on Mars in the early 1980s, the

mid-1980s, or the I990s. Acceptance by the Presi-

dent of the basic recommendation would eliminate

talk of abandoning manned space flight, which

would be a foolish course of action, or of proceed-
ing toward Mars in a crash effort to get there as
quickly as possible. ,

It is difficult for anyone to reach any other con-

clusion except those who blindly opposed manned

space travel or those who, equally blindly, favor

giving it the nation's top priority. Space explora-

tion ought to proceed in an orderly way, maximiz-

ing at every step the advance of knowledge and
the utilization of it here on earth. In fact, it is not

at all clear that the President should set a "goal"

of a Mars landing in any particular year.

'What is important is for the nation to push ahead

on the immediate recommendations of the Task

Groupexploring the moon, developing the tools

that are needed for systematic exploitation of our

space travel capability, and extracting from the

space program more benefits for those of us who

are earthbound. This means that NASA would con-

tinue its moon flights, perhaps reaching the day

in the 1970s when semi-permanent colonies would

be established on the moon's surface. At the same

time, it would push development of a nuclear rock-

et engine, which would make long-range space

travel more feasible, a space vehicle that could be

landed on earth and used over and over again,

which would reduce the costs of each mission sharp-

ly, and a space station to hold a dozen or so men

that could be flown in orbit around the earth or

the moon or, when the time comes, Mars.

This kind of program would keep NASA operat-

ing for a while on about the budget it now has. It

would have the advantage of allowing the agency to

keep together the remarkable team of scientists

and engineers it has created by giving them new

and interesting problems to solve. At the same

time, it would encourage those in NASA who want

to tailor the space program to produce more in-

formation directly useful in the solution of earthly

problems—surveys of natural resources, weather

prediction and control, and so on.
Although parts of the speeches the three astro-

nauts of Apollo 11 delivered to Congress Tuesday

were open pleas for money for future space flights,

they were carefully balanced by the, recognition

each man gave to the needs of domestic programs

for the funds that might otherwise be spent in

space. The words of Neil Armstrong, the first man

to walk on the moon, are worth repeating because

they catch the spirit of the delicate balance that

must be made between the dreams for adventure

and the practical realities of life:

Several weeks ago, I enjoyed the warmth of

reflection on the true meaning of the spirit of

Apollo. I stood in the highlands of this nation,

near the continental divide, introducing to my

sons the wonders of nature and pleasures of

looking for deer and elk. In their enthusiasm for

the view, they frequently stumbled on the rocky

trails, but when they looked only to their foot-

ing, they did not see the elk.
To those of you have advocated looking high'

we owe our sincere gratitude, for you have

granted us the opportunity to see some of the

grandest views of the Creator. To those of you
who have been our honest critics, we also thank,

for you have reminded us that we dare not
forget to watch the trail.
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Slow Trip to.Mars
Although President Nixon supports

an American commitment to land a man

on Mars, he has made clear through

Press Secretary Ziegler that the under-

taking will not involve a high-speed, ex-

tra-costly crash program that would ig-

nore "budgetary considerations."

This is a sensible, realistic view. It is

in keeping, in fact, with the balanced

space program that has been recom-

mended by a special panel of advisers in

the report just accepted and endorsed by

Mr. Nixon. The panel, headed by Vice

President Agnew, includes NASA Admin-

istrator Thomas 0. Paine, Air Force Sec-

retary Robert C. Seamans and White

House Science Adviser Lee E. du Bridge

— all well-qualified to offer sound coun-

sel on the subject.

These and other distinguished mem-

bers of the study group have given the

President three options as to the timing

of a landing on Mars—in 1983, no sooner

than 1986, or around the year 2000. With

the President's concurrence, the panel

has rejected two alternatives as extreme.

One would have the country go all-out—

more or less in the manner of the Apollo

moon landing — to put an American on

Mars in the shortest possible time, re-

gardless of cost. The other, on comple-

tion of the Apollo program, would put an

end to all manned space projects.

• • What seems predictable is that when

he makes his- decision on the timetable

for Mars, Mr. Nixon will be governed by

what its effects may be not only on other

space ventures, but also on down-

to-earth human requirements and the

amount of money available to meet

them. Meanwhile, he has indicated that

he fully agrees with the panel's recom-

mendation that the space • program,

wholly apart from the Apollo landings

still to come, should be pressed forward

with vigor through the 1970s. The pro-

gram would include unmanned probes

of the Martian surface and a "grand

tour" of the environs of the outer

planets. Also, strenuous efforts would

be made to develop a re-usable shuttle

vehicle that would be capable of re-

maining in orbit, with large crews, for

months at a time.
One of the important aspects of such

a program is that it would provide for

projects numerous enough and signifi-

cant enough to insure against a grave

weakening or withering away of tl:e

great and vital complex Oi
technicians, administrators and techno-

logical plants now engaged in space

work. It is work full of immense actual

and potential value. And it will lead,

among other things, to the day when

man will almost certainly set foot on

Mars and go on from there to explore

deeper and deeper in the firmament.
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A cool trip to Mars

THE special space Task Group head-
ed by Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
has soundly advised the President to
adopt a slow-but-sure approach to a
manned landing on Mars.
Their report, submitted yesterday,

proposes landing a man on Mars no
sooner than I he early 1980's, perhaps
not before 1986 and possibly not until
the 1990's.

Mr. Agnew says he favors the 1986
target date as a reasonable compromise
that would muster "broad scientific and
political support."
This would mean a National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA)
budget of around $4 billion for each of
the next three fiscal years, rising grad-
ually to a peak of $8 billion in the 1980's.
Thus, the nation would ease into its

Mars commitment instead of adopting
the expensive race-ahead tactics of the
$24 billion Apollo moon program.
But even a cool trip to Mars will cost

plenty — and the, space scientists hope
to get the most for their money.

For instance, the Task Group mem-
bers — Mr. Agnew, Thomas 0. ,Paine of
NASA, Air Force Secretary Robert C.
Seamans and Lee A. DuBridge, the
President's science adviser — proposed
reusable space ships instead of present
craft, which shed their multi-million-
dollar parts like throw-away beer cans.
And they offered their alternative

timetables so that the pace of the Mars
project could be tailored to the availa-
bility of funds.
In short, the President's advisers are

saying it would be a mistake to get out
of space — but a mistake to plunge
ahead regardless of cost.
They recognize the Mars mission

must take its place alongside the other
national needs — some of them very
pressing indeed.
The economic spin-off benefits of

space technology, the challenge of new
worlds beyond our own and the poten-
tial military significance of space ven-
tures amply justify the kind of Mars
program the Task Group proposes.
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Slow Boat to Mars
The Apollo 11 astronauts wero low-pressure advo-

cates of the space program in their Congressional
appearance yesterday. No one listening to them could
doubt that they would like to see Americans walk
on Mars as soon as possible. But they made it plain
that they knew there are many problems on earth
that cannot be ignored. The result was a modest plea
for a continuing space program having an appreciable
but hardly an overriding priority.

That same reasonable spirit seems to have animated
President Nixon's reaction to the report of a study
group on space exploration. If the President made a
commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his
press secretary suggested, it was of a very different
character from the commitment with regard to the
moon that President Kennedy made in 1961. Mr. Nixon
indulged in no dramatics; he did not appear before

Congress; and he set no inflexible timetable to be

achieved at almost any cost. About all he seems to

have done is to indicate that it would be a good idea

to land Americans on Mars well within the next half

century and to promise that he'd try to help the

project along within the limits of available resources.

The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have

rejected were always unreal. There was never any

prospect that this country would abandon manned

space flight entirely, or, conversely, that the United

States would give a manned flight to Mars first

priority over its many pressing domestic problems.

The intermediate path that will he followed in the

years ahead will depend upon the most varied factors

from the progress made in curing the ills of the cities

to the new challenges in space that the Russians and

others are likely to pose. The space age is here to

stay, but the precise contours of how far and how

fast this nation will go in the decades ahead will

have to be determined on a pragmatic basis, almost

year by year and Administration by Administration.
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Mars Can Wait
The Space Task Group's recom-

mendation against making an early,

hard-and-fast decision on schedul-

ing a manned expedition to Macs

was sensibly made and has been

sensibly accepted. The project is

much too ambitious and will be

much too costly to be fitted head-

long to a timetable. Mr. Nixon has

approved a "balanced" space pro-

gram which contemplates the pos-

sibility of a Martian landing per-

haps in the mid or late 1960's,

perhaps before the end of the cen-

tury, perhaps not until sometime

after the year 2000.

So far as can be seen now the

"balance" is the strongest point of

the endeavor to formulate plans

for the future space exploration.

The task group proposes that in the

next decade the United States un-

dertake instrumental tours and

probes of the planets (including

Mars of course), further manned

study of the moon, development of

a reusable space shuttle which

could serve as a large space lab-

oratory and of a nuclear-powered

rocket. Much of this would be essen-

tial to an attempt to put men on

Mars in any case, and all of it

promises to advance knowledge of

the solar system.
As for Mars, the eagerness to

reach it has to be tempered by a
very sober, prudent consideration

of all the pressing needs of the

country and the earth. It is not
something to which we can, or
should, commit ourselves and the
future in a fit of adventurous and

extremely expensive impatience.
Fortunately, it seems that scien-
tists and Washington are now

wisely agreed on that.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR Wednesday, September 17, 1969

Pace for space
President Nixon's task force on space

offers useful guidance for the American

space program over the next decade. A

manned orbiting station, a space shuttle,

a nuclear-powered rocket, unmanned

probes, and satellites for communication,

meteorology, and navigation — these set

the tone and pace for the postmoon phase.

The United States needs a vigorous

space drive. This is a vast, productive,
challenging frontier. There must be, of

course, a thoughtful sharing of funds with

the more urgent and immediate programs

here on earth. A proposed $4 billion

budget for each of 10 years may be overly

ambitious. But even the eventual manned

landing on Mars should not be jettisoned.

An orbiting space station would be a

gate-opener for further explorations, be-

sides affording essential experience in

space living. The space shuttle would,
economically, get men to the orbiting sta-

tion, bring intelligence data back to earth,

launch unmanned vehicles. The nuclear

rocket would power, someday, the great

ship for Mars.

• The essential aerospace companies need

a continuity if they are to maintain their

talent assemblages and financial stability.

Someday, the American space program

may become a worldwide project, includ-

ing the Soviets. But as of now it is up to

President Nixon to assure that the United

, States carries on adequately with its well-

begun space odyssey.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

SEP 2 5 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This is in response to your September 22 request for my
comments on Tom Paine's recommendation to the President
that Option II of the Space Task Group report be selected
as the announced space program for the future.

My views are set forth in a separate memorandum to the
President (copy attached).

Our preliminary analysis of the funding levels set forth in
the Space Task Group report leads us to believe that they
are underestimated (in addition to the fact that 1969 dollars
are used). If this is in fact the case, then if the President
chooses Option II he will be faced with even greater annual
budget increases for NASA than forecast in the report.

We have attempted to modify the program content of Option II,
maintaining the goal of a manned Mars expedition in 1986. By
reducing the Lunar Exploration program to two flights a year,
by eliminating the manned activities not directly related to
the Mars mission (i.e., Space Bases and Lunar Surface Bases),
and by developing the space transportation system and the space
station in series rather than in parallel, we estimate that the
1971-1973 annual budgets for NASA can be kept below $4.0 B. By
1980, however, a budget approaching $7.0 B can be anticipated.

These estimates are below those shown for Option II in the Space
Task Group report and admittedly are not precise. However, it
is my belief that in order for this Administration to make a
credible start to meet the goals and objectives set forth in
any of the options, we cannot go much below these funding levels.
That is why I am against endorsement of any option until after
the 1971 budget review process.
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The Bureau of the Budget needs the opportunity to conduct a

full scale analysis and review of the documentation supporting

the estimates in the report.

Should the President feel that announcement of a decision is

required now, I would recommend that he specifically avoid

endorsing any option defined in the report. These options
were composed of illustrative programs and, gross estimates
of ultimate costs. If he endorses the manned Mars goal, I

would hope that the timing would be left at "sometime in
this century" until much more review of the requirements
for meeting that goal can be completed. We are prepared
to supply you with a list of the programmatic and fiscal

constraints which should be communicated to NASA along with
the final decision made by the President.

Attachment

Robert P. Mayo
Diractor



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

10/8/69

EVA:

Here is a copy of
Mr. Flanigan's reply
to the Staff Secretary
re Mayo's memo.

Be sweet.

Marie



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 6, 1969

TO: THE STAFF SECRETARY

FROM: PETER FLANIGAL POIatt.1

RE: Log 1491

For your information, I am attaching hereto as

Exhibit A a letter from Dr. Paine to the President recommending
that he support Option 2. As Exhibit B, I am attaching a copy

of a letter from Mr. Mayo to me which was sent to me with a

copy of his letter to the President. Both these expand on

problems set forth in Director Mayo's memorandum to the President

of September 25.

I agree with Director Mayo that it would be a mistake

for the President to adopt now a fixed set of actions which would

have serious budgetary implications over the next year. However,

I do not believe that the President can delay until the budget

review to respond to the Space Task Group Aelgtitzitto him. I

believe there is a middle ground which can meet the political

requirements of an affirmative response from the President and

at the same time meet the fiscal requirements so persuasively

stated by Bob Mayo. In this middle ground the President should

say that after a review of the Space Task Group's report, he

believes that we should plan on a Mars landing in the mid-1980s.

(This is essentially Option 2. However, by limiting it to the

Mars landing, he does not approve all the other items of Option 2.)

The President's statement should go on to say that obviously a

program extending over the next 17 years cannot be fixed as of

this time; that in moving toward this goal we must recognize that

in certain years actions might be taken which temporarily delay

certain activities, whereas in other times when budgetary conditions

permit we can increase our effort and hopefully advance the date

of the Mars landing.

I believe a program developed along these lines will

result in retaining the needed fiscal flexibility, yet keeping for

the President the enthusiasm generated by the current space

program. At the time the President releases this memorandum, he

can also direct NASA to prepare a 1971 budget at the "below 4.0B"

level referred to in Mayo's memorandum to me of September 25.
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have asked my'staff to draft the essential elements that would
be used in a statement by the President along the lines
suggested above.

Enclosures



October 3, 1969

MIDAORANIDUM FOR BOBBIE GREENE

I prefer the OST version, of the proposed Presidential
letter of transmittal for NASA's Twentieth Semiannual
Report. I further suggest a slight rewording as indicated
on the attached copy.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Peter Flaalgan
Assistant to the President
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P1ea6e flandle

File

Other remarks



MEMORANDUM FOR

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I NGTON

September 30, 1969

MR. FLANIGAN

SUBJECT: Transmittal of NASA's Twentieth
Semiannual Report to Congress

Mr. Heffner of OST has submitted a proposed Presidential letter
of transmittal (Tab A) which differs from the transmittal letter
drafted by NASA (Tab B). Would you please review the FIeffner
letter for any substantive changes from the NASA draft which its
language may infer and let us know which version you prefer.

Thank you.

Attachments

B
Bobbie Greene
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

September 26, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Kenneth Cole

Staff Secretary

The White House

SUBJECT: NASA's Twentieth Semiannual Report

Attached is a proposed revision to the President's transmittal

letter for subject report. Although great attention has

accompanied the manned flight program, it would be desirable

if the broad range of applications and science programs were

explicitly recognized in the President's statement.

There are a number of uncorrected typographical errors in the

index. Further careful editing of the report appears to be required.

The report provides a balanced accounting of space activities

during the period in question and I recommend it be transmitted

to the Congress.

Attachment

Hubert Heffner

Acting Director



DRAFT:
September 25, 1969

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

I am transmitting herewith the Twentieth Semiannual Report

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, covering the

period July 1 through December 31, 1968.

This account encompasses the tenth anniversary of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration and includes space flight activities

through the pioneering flight of Apollo 8. During this decade, we have

successfully met many challenges and have achieved significant progress

1
in our ability to utilize space forAapplications, science and expansion of

-th-e -frontiers fur man's pres,anca),.

We have subsequently landed astronauts upon the Moon, explored

its surface, and returned these men to Earth. This historic event was

made possible because of the solid foundation of a broad range of earlier

activities, and through the skill and dedication of the many contributors

to our space program.

I am pleased to forward this report to the Congress as part of the

continuing record of our progress in space.



DRAFT
9/12/69

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

I am transmitting herewith the Twentieth

Semiannual Report of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, covering the period July 1

through December 31, 1968.

This account carries the activities of the

space program through Apollo 8--the first manned

flight around the Moon. Since that event, of

course, Apollo astronauts have landed on the Moon,

explored its surface, and returned to Earth.

However, I believe that the feeling of intense

satisfaction and involvement experienced by the

Nation during the pioneering Apollo 8 mission

remains with us and has been renewed with the

succeeding flights, for each in its turn has been un-

precedented.

It is a great pleasure for me to forward this

report for the attention of the Congress.

/s/ Richard M. Nixon

THE WHITE HOUSE

/date/

iP")
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASIIINOTON

FOR Peter Flanigan

FROM Torn Whitehead

October 1, 1969

I understand from Will you wanted a memorandum on the NASA personnel

and organization question as soon as possible.

As you know, Will and I have been working with OST, Harry Flemming's

shop, and Darrell Trent to encourage Dr. Paine to bring some Adminis-

tration-oriented executives into the senior NAS.A staff. Our efforts in

this regard are, it appears, being actively resisted by Paine and others

in NASA. This memo is to summarize the situation for you and to suggest

a possible course of action.

By way of background, George Bell has been working with N.ASA for some

months in his efforts to fill the key vacancies at NASA. The response

from NASA has been negligible, as may be seen from the attached memos

from Paine, dated May 5, 1969 and August 26, 1969. To date, only the

General Counsel position has been filled as a result of our efforts.

On September 18, 1969, Will met with Willis Shapley, .the Associate

Deputy Administrator (for Administration) to find out what the current

status was. He learned at that meeting that Paine is now personally

reorganizing the top echelons of the NASA staff. Shapley stated that

Paine is approaching this problem by identifying the key people he wants

on his senior staff and then organizing around their individual capabilities.

Thus, Shapley could not provide a proposed organization chart or a current

definition of the new jobs in NASA. Shapley said that he would send us

material describing the types of individuals they would presumably need

in the agency. We have not received anything to date. The result of this

approach could well be that Paine will fill all the key jobs from within

the organization before the White House is even aware of the details of the

reorganization. You are, of course, aware of his selection of George Low

to be his deputy. Our candidate for this job, Dr.. Gordon MacDonald, is

being considered for a position two levels below the deputy level.

WEK/nck

Copies to: Dr. Whitehead

Mr. Trent

Mr. Kriegsman

Central Files
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We have also checked with OST and BOB staffs to find out whether

they arc aware of the reorganization. Neither group has any

specific knowledge, outside of rumors that is, of any major

reorganization.

We believe it essential. that we bring new talent into NASA in the

top positions, that we have the opportunity to assess any organiza-

tional changes before they are firmly set, and that some of the new

senior people:should be strongly oriented with the Administration

rather than with the NASA bureaucracy. However, Paine is clearly

entitled to some time to sort his thoughts out internally, before

involving us. (Of course, he has had several months already.)

I suggest that I call Willis Shapley in; inform him of our interest and

concern; and ask that Paine get in touch as soon as possible (say

within two weeks) to discuss the whole personnel-organization issue.

I believe this is preferable to calling Paine in abruptly.

Clay T. Whitehead

Staff Assistant



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

_

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON.D.t: 20546

Honorable Harry S. Flemming
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. Flemming:

kr-u

AUG1969

At the suggestion of George Bell, here is a summary of the status of
. senior NASA positions discussed in my letter to you of May 5, 1969.

Presidential Appointment:

plalx_Anistrator -- I am still searching for the rare combina-
tion of a top-flight university scientist in a space-related field
willing to come to Washington for several years whose views would be
politically acceptable. No candidate satisfactory on all counts has
yet been suggested. The two men closest to filling the bill who might
accept if asked are Dr. Gordon C. F. MacDonald, now Vice Chancellor of
the University of California at Santa Barbara, and Dr. Leo Goldberg,
Director of the Harvard College Observatory. Either would be acceptable
to Dr. DuBridge. Comments on the suitability of these men from your
point of view would be welcomed.

Schedule C Appointments:

1. General Counsel -- As you know, we are waiting final word from
you before proceeding Io bring Mr. Spencer M. Beresford on board the
first week in September. At that time Paul Dembling, the present
General Counsel, is transferring to the position of Deputy Associate
Administrator.

2. Associate  Administrator for  Advanced Research and Technoloc,,,K --
No outstanding and available candidate from outside NASA has been found

or suggested equal to those within NASA who have distinguished themselves

in connection with the Apollo program (such as Dr. Robert Gilruth) so we

plan to fill this position by promotion from within. Before making a

final selection, I am working on a number of organizational.changes aimed

at providing a better focus for our work in aeronautics and tying our work

in space technology closer to the major future projects recommended in the

forthcoming report of the Space Task Group.
•

.4
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Non-Schedule C Career Excepted Positions:

1. Associate Administrator for Orcranization and  Management -- The
scope and titleof this position may also change in the forthcoming
reorganization. As Mr. Bell has been advised, I am considering Dr. Harold 
Asher of General Electric for this position. Mr. Fred H. Mansbridge was
recommended by Senator Mundt, Senator Curtis, and others, but he lacks
adequate experience and qualifications to be the top administrative officer
of such a large and complex organization. As indicated below, we have
also been considering him for the vacancy in the Office of Legislative
Affairs.

2. Assistant Administrator for Industry  Affairs -- I have narrowed
down the field for this position to two candidates:

-- The leading man is Mr. Daniel J. Harnett, presently Director
of Contracts, Pricing, and Programs of the Northrop Corporation in
California. He has had the level of experience we are looking for, and
his experience with the Logistics Management Institute gives him a sound
background in Government-industry relationships from both the Government
and industry points of view. He is a political independent who has the
endorsement of Senator Murphy and Governor Reagan.'

-- The other candidate is Mr. Howard  P. Mason, now Vice-President,
Western Region, of Aerojet General Corporation. He has a good record of
industry experience relevant to NASA's operations and did an outstanding
industry-Government relations job as Head of Aerojet's Washington Opera-
tions Office for several years. We first interviewed him sometime ago on
the basis of an industry recommendation; his name was subsequently re-
ferred to us by your office. We understand that Congressmen Alphonzo Bell
and Glenard Lipscomb endorse him, and that he is a registered Republican.

expect to be able- to advise yOu of the selection later this week.

3. Assistant Administrator for Techn2.12or Utilization -- The scope
and nature of this position may also be altered as a result of reorganiza-
tion. We had hoped to find a suitable person for this job among the
candidates for the industry affairs position, but these—including the
top two contenders discussed above--do not seem to have the depth of sub-,
stantive understanding of technology and the dissemination of technical

information needed to provide leadership in the technology utilization
field. If I can find, within or outside NASA, a technical man with these
qualifications and a good understanding of how technology can help in
major national problems, I may decide to place him in charge of a broader

new office dealing with economic and social applications, within which an

individual with an industry-oriented background could serve effectively

as Director of Technology Utilization.

• 1.
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One of the candidates for the position of Assistant Administrator
for Technology Utilization was Dr. Charles C. Mack, presently with
Philco-Ford, who was referred to us by your office. When interviewed,
he first felt that the Technology Utilization position was not what he
was interested in and that he preferred to be considered for the job of
Associate Administrator for Advanced Research and Technology. When
subsequeAtly advised that his experience would not qualify him for that
position; he shifted his interest back to Technology Utilization. He
has some qualifications and experience as a technical man, but lacks

the breadth and leadership qualities to work with industry and public
groups in advancing the application of the broad range of technology
emerging from the space program. His industry references indicate that

he is not very good at supervising large groups of people. We have con-

cluded, therefore, that he is not the man for the Technology Utilization
job and will advise him of this shortly.

4. Ile.puty Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs -- We
understand that Mr. John MacKenzie, whom your office suggested for a job

in this area sometime ago but whose name was subsequently withdrawn, is

now once again interested in this position. We have tried to arrange

an interview, without success so far, but understand that he will be in

touch with us again when he returns to the city. We understand that your

office would like us to consider MacKenzie ahead of others suggested for

this post, including Fred H.  Mansbridu_. As indicated in my May 5 letter,

my plan is to fill the position with a man well enough qualified to move

up into the top legislative affairs spot in a year or so after he has

developed a good understanding of NASA programs and problems. Based on

the interview with Mr. Mansbridge sometime ago, we do not believe that

he has this promise. If we can find another spot in the organization

where Mr. Mansbridge can make a contribution, we will invite him to come

for another interview.

My understanding is that the formal clearance procedures outlined in

your memorandum of May 22, 1969, do not apply to the Non-Schedule C

Career Excepted positions listed above. I will, however, advise your

office in advance of all appointments I propose to make to get your

reaction.

For all senior NASA positions where candidates have not finally been

selected, I will, of course, continue to welcome your suggestions of

qualified candidates.

.J

Sincerely yours,

,

T. 0. Paine
Administrator
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P.c)ji z

Honorable harry S, FlemnOmg
Special Assistillt to the President
The White 'House

Dear Ni. Flen;ming:

TrVi
I A "

11.1!.) Tc

This 5. in reply to your letter of April 7, 1969.

The non-career appointive posit!.ons in the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration are the two Presidential appointees (Administrator
and Deputy Administrator) and sevon Schedule C positions which are
filled by appointp.ont by the Administrator. The e;:tremely demanding
nature of NASA's missions and their world-wide public visibility mri.ke
it impctrative that the positions be filled by this nation's ablest
people in this field. Informntion on these positions is enclosed in
the form of Attachment A to your letter.

The status of actions in process and my current intentions on senior
NASA positions to be filled or where a change is under consideration
are set forth below. In this su=ary I have also included certain
"career exceptnd" positions not listed on Attachm.2nt A, i.e., positions
included in the 425 NASA positions which are eNcepted from Civil Service
Commission jurisdiction by statute but are considered and treated as
career positions.

For all of these positio,lo I m, of course, conl:,idering all available
qualified candidates you suggest as well as the most couipetent -
people we can locate in the U.S., including candidates from within
NASA. President Nixou':; 21danistraticl, needs people in these top
positions with nitionr,lly-recoaized copetence in aerospace science,
technology, industry, or manag-2ment, with appropriate advanced degrees
or equivalent prorossionl e::Nrience. I am sure you agree that as a
highly-specializQ1/41 resL:rreh agency operating in complex and difficult
new areas NASA coold n2: do the job it must do for the Administration
and the cnuntry i.T it c...prur ,is,ed thr2 qlality or its leadnrship. The
problem is to locate, at%ract. and hold these p7foi:le, who are o'oviouslyin uoni demAud.
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There are now a total of five actual or prospective top level vacancies
for which di wish to consider the best candidates who may be suggested:

1. Deputy Administrator

7. Associate Administrator for Advanced Research and
Technology (Schedule C)

3. AssisCant Administrator for Industry Affairs
(career excepted)

4. Assistant Administrator for Technology Utilization'
(career excepted)

5. 'Associate Adoinistrator for Organization and
Management (career exc.:Tted)

In addition, as your office has suggested, we are considering the
possibility of replacing or reassigning the career incumbents in the
positions of:

6. General Counsel (Schedule C)

7. Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs (career
excepted)

Vith respect to the positions of Deputy Administrator, Associate
Administrator for Advanced Research and Technology, and Assistant
Administrator for Industry Affairs, we have contactcd wany people, ,
including the top levdcrs in the aerospace industry, urging them to help
the Administration locate the best possible man for each job.

I know that you will continue to assist we in every vay you can to help
me :find the right men for these jobs. These are the qualifications
that un need for each position:

1. The DeT9ty_Adpinistrotpr should be a man to whom both the
Administration and I can look v:ith confidence to guide the
affairs of the agency as aa alter ego to me when necessary
as specified by statute. In addition, he will have ioportant
day-to-day technical e::(•cutive resronsibilities. He should
be an intornatien:tlly-rogri:.e('. in aerospace science,
technology or industry, whos:: ;Ippoilltment by the President
will to by pres d by the c.lroJpace



At this time I am considering or attempting to interest the following
principal possibilities:

• Courtland- Perkins
Leo Goldberg
'H. Cuyford .Stever
Harvey Brooks
Colin Pittendrigh
Luis Alvarez
Norman Ramsey
Lyman Spitzer
Jesse Greenstein

Princeton
Harvard'
Carnegie-Mellon
Harvard
Princeton
Berkeley
Harvard

.Princeton
Palomar-Mt. Wilson

Mr. Frank B. Jewett, formcrly President of Vitro Corporation, was
suggested by your office as a possibility, but I believe that he may
be more suitable for the Industry Affairs or Technology Utili%ation
posif.ions.. I have written him to see whether he is interested; if so,
I will ask him to come for an interview.

2. The Associate Administrator for Advanced Research and
...•••••••.•..• • •• •.• • • ••• ••••• 1.4Tcchnolo.a; is one of the Lost important and challenging jobs

of ti:chnical leadership and management in Govermiont. The
future of United States preeminence in aeronautics and sp:tce
may well depend on the capabilities of the man who next fills
this job. The caliber needed is exemplified by the previous
incumbent, lb:. James Beggs, a formor Westinghouse executive,
whom President Nixon, as you know, appointed Under Secretory
of Transportation.

At this tiio,c, I am considering or attempting to interest the following
principal possibilities:

• •

Holt Ashley
Van W. Bearinger •
Welko Casicb
Wayland ririffith
3. Craw.: Hedrick
Donald A. Hicks
Vincent W. Howard
Roy Jackson
Rob:.:t G. Loewy
Ronald Smolt

Stanford
Honeywell
Eorthrop
Lockheed
Grumman.
Northrop
Northrop
Northrop
University of Rochester
Lockheed



3. The position of Assist.apt Administrator... cc/17 inpstry.
Affal.rs has noraally been filled by an individual at the
level of Vice President of a major aerospace corporation
who has agreed to serve in the Government for several years.
The last three .incumbents were prominent Vice Presidents of
Lockheed, Aerojet, and IBM. We need a man of similar caliber
now for this job. As you know, the incumbent, Mr.
Philip N. Whittaker, has been appointed by President Nixon
to be Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for lnstallntions
and Logistics. Our Industry Affairs man, in addition to
supervislitg our pvocurement, industrial relations, and re-
lated activities, is the senior NASA official concerned
vith proper functioning of our relations with industry,
through wItich we, accomplish about 90 per cent of our work.

Prospects now unde-,: consideration include:

1

Spencer M. Deresford Lawyer
Daniel J. Harnett Northrop
Frank B. Jewett, Jr. Vitro '
Allan Kauffman Litton
A. A. Landesco, Jr. RCA
William Patterson General Electric

I have included 1:r. Spencer M. Beresford on this list, even though he •
does not have an industry background, because of his general qualifica-
tions and experience which might enable him to establish the necessary
relationships with industry.

4. Ass.istan.t.Aminnat9r.....f.or._Yech.nolorv_Utijition - The in-
cumbent, Dr. Richard L. Lesher, is a professional econo7Ast
who is leaving in Mny to accept private employment. Under
his leadership NASA's technology utilization program has
carried out pioneering innovations in the transfer of neW
technology from Govcrnmant programs into the mainstream of the
U. S. economy. This position also supervises our extensive
scientific and technical publication and dissemination
activities. We need here a person with the requisite under-
standing of the use of new technology in industry, a flair
for inrlovtion, and an understanding of computerized docu-
went sys:-,:lros. Several of the individaals we are considering
for Industry Affilirt are also the principal current possi-
bilities for this 1o3ition.
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5. The position of As.sq.c_Admirj.styatar fp/L012a.anization_anq

klanqmaylt has boon filled since its creation about two years

ago by Mr. Harold D. Finger, who has now, as you know, been

appointed by Proaident Nixon to be Assistant Seerei:ary of RUD

for Rasearch and Devolopment. For this job we need an in-

dividual of outstanding management ability, with an under- .

standInz of the s.pacial problems of managing major aerospace

ptowoAls and wifth televant accomplishments in Government

administration, preferably in DOD or NASA. An understanding

of NASA's programs and organization and their relation to

universities and industry are very important. These factors,

taken together, point in the direction of filling the position

from within NASA, but if we. can bring in a top-notch man from

the outside with personal experience in NASA or DOD, we could

follow that course. A man with strong aerospace management

experience like Dr. Harold Asher of General Electric exempli-

fies the type of person we are seeking here, and is the only

outside candidate now under consideration.

6. For GeAeral G.q.lins.el. I am considering, at the request of your

office, Spencer N. Beresford, whom I am also considering for

Assistant Administrator for Industry Affairs as indicated

above. His qualifications for General Counsel post are good,

although not better than those of the incumbent, Mr. Paul G.

Dembling. Mr. Dembling, a political Independent, is a

long-tkie caroer civil servant with over 20 years service in

NACA and NASA. Among many other things, he served with

distinctioo on the Einonhower Administration Task Force that

drafted the bill that became the Aeronautics and Space Act of

1958) and played an important role in the work of the U. S.

delegations to the UN Legal Subcomittee out of which etilorged

the treaties on the pcTaceful uses of outer space and the return

of astronauts. Ile holds thcoNASA Distinguished Service Medal

and is widely recognized in aerospace and legal circles for

his copetence. For these reasons I am reluctant to displace

him unless this is clearly a matter of major and long-term

importance to the Administration. If my final decision is to

replace him, I would shift him to another senior position in

NASA. Tho Deputy General Counsel in NASA is a career position

filled by our top legal expert on NASA procurement and contract-

ing. It is extolno.ly important that we have an e;:perienced

man hero to give legal overoight to our procureanent and contract-

inz. For thi.s rocaon I a,1 not now conolderinc, a chinge in tIliS

poaitioa.



7. The position of Assistant Administrator for Legislative

Affairs in VASA is not a Schedule C position. it is now

filled by Mr. Robert F. Allnutt, a career civil servant

from our Langley Research Center, with training in both

engineering and law. In this job we need a man who not

only can be relied on to represent the agency and the

viewpoint of the President in dealing with Congress, but
whci a•ltlo un,,lel:stands the NASA technical program and LftEv

thç. fac;ifity for explaining complex technical matters

to met6!)crs of Congress and their eNpert committee staff.s,

The incumbent's legal and technical background is extremely

helpful in working with our top technical officials in the

preparation and presentatioa of NASA's Congressional testi-

mony. His engineering and legal degrees also made possible

his past service with distinction as NAEA's Chief Patent

Counsel. Although he is registered as a Democrat, he was

appointed to the Legislative Affairs position as a career

advancement and is serving in this office on a non-partisan

basis, as both the Republicans and Democrats he deals with in

Congress have pointed out to me with some force.

As I have indicated to your staff, I do want' to have the

best possible man in this position, and will gladly consider

and interview any candidates you may propose. As you know,

1 Hr. John Mcr.enzie's name was withdrawn. We have had a few

applicants through Congressional channels, but none hrAve come

close to meeting the minimum qualifications. 1 understand

that your office will be referring oIditional candidates, .

and if we can find a good man who could become qualified to

handle our co:oplex technical program throu:31 experience,

we coula start him in as Deputy. He could then learn while

foll6\iing through the rest of the legislative cycle the NASA

FY 1970 authorization and appropriation bills, our major

legislative problems this year.

Since Mr. Allnutt has been recommended to mo by the ranking

Republican mo.bers of our House and Senate Space Co=ittees

with which NASA's Office of Legislative Affairs is primarily

concerned, I do not propose to take any imm?dinte action on

this job other then to continue to consider the candidate9 you

refor to me. I will be seeing soon Mr. PeLor Millr.paugh whom

you: office has suggested for the Depty position, but my •

present thinl:ing is to hold the Deputy job for Fossiblg use

as outlin:,d above.
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I appreciate very much and share whole-heartedly the desire of thePresident to have the best por;sible appointmenLs made as soon as possibleto our unfilled positionN, and am devoting all the time possible to thismatter. I appreciF.te very much the assstance you are giving me.

Sincerely yours,

eP

•

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

Attachment

•••



NASA Key Positions

Presidential  Apntments:

Administrator T. 0. Paine

Deputy Administrator V . .1/<1-•-• (X.i • /7--

Other Executive Salary Positions

(A2pointed by Aglministrator):

Associate Administrator

Associate Deputy Administrator

Deputy Associate Administrator

General Counsel

Associate Administrator for Manned

Space Flight

Associate Administrator for Space

Science and Applications

Associate Administrator for Advanced

Research and Technology

Other Key Positions

SAppointed by Administrator):

Asst. Administrator for Public Affairs

Asst. Administrator for Legislative Affairs
•

,/ 
/ / .

ar"-,•1 1 r•

Other Positions Open Soon:

&A .7 • e c.."

Associate Administrator for Organization

and Management —

NASA Historian

* Careor official

*H. E. Newell

*W. H. Shapley

*P. Dembling

*G. E. Mueller

*.T. E. Naugle

*/..1. E. Scheer

*R. Allnutt

--""2
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'ATTACI= A

• 'Ni= 07 Av?POINTE 

:Thomas O. Paine

Vacant

Homer E. Newell

' Willis X. Shapley

Vacant

D -1mbling

John E.

Vacant

ALL NON-CAR7,7R POSITIONS

AGENCY: Nr,tional Acronau':ics and S,Nce. Administration

20LITICAL . VOTING OF

AFFILIATION  STATT:' TITLE

. Administrator

Deputy Administrator

Democrat

AP?,==17

California Presidential/Senate

•••

Associate Administrator Republicanr, -,D.,. ..,.

Associate Deputy Adminis- Democrat ' D. C.

trator

Deputy Associate Adminis-

trator

General Counsel

Associate Administrator

for Manned Space Flight

Associate Administrator

for Space Science and
Applications

Associate Administrator

for Advanced Research

and Technology

OM,

Independent

Republican

Democrat

•

Maryland

D. C.

Maryland

Presidential/Senate

NASA Alministrator/
Schedule C

NASA Administrator!
Schedule C

NASA Administrator!
Schedule C

NASA Administrator/

Schedule C

NASA Administrator/

Schedule C

NASA Administrator/

Schedule C

Ap7.ointecTi.

Se^ki..7ghhly cur.

acd individul.

Decision ..1-wZ,e to

Decision wIde to
retain incub.2nt.

NIcep vacrAt pend.in
need in 1.pssible
future .....Jrgrina

f.

t
or esc
persva ,dc. din.„, fin
asci3nment.

S. Y. Dcro.r.;fe::d or

'retain

Decision lar.:e

retnin

Decision to
incument.

NASA Administrator/. Seeking highly qua

Schedule C Lied indi7ic:un.l.
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December 30, 1969

FOR: Dr. Eissinger

FROM: Peter Flanigan

Re the attached memorandum from you, I support

your recommendation that Borman's memorandum

be forwarded to Mr. Pollack. I note that you will

"press for early action. " It is not necessary that

someone from my office be included in this group.

CC: Mr. Whitehead

PMF:jz



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER FLANIGA

FROM : Henry A. Kissinger

SUBJECT: Foreign Astronauts and the U.S. Space Program

I have reviewed Colonel Frank Borman's memorandum on foreign
astronauts' participation in our space program which you sent to
me for comment. I agree with the essentials of the memorandum
with one exception, which has to do with procedure. Colonel Borman
suggests that Presidential instruction to Dr. Paine will suffice to
get the program going. While this is certainly one way of getting the
ball rolling, I would recommend another method which will achieve
the same objective.

At Presidential direction an interagency group has been formed to
study and make recommendations on all aspects of international
space cooperation. Included in the group are representatives of
State, Defense, NASA, OST, the Space Council, and my staff. I
recommend that Colonel Borman's memorandum be forwarded to
Mr. Herman Pollack, State/SCI, Chairman of the interagency
group, as a matter pertinent to his responsibility. I shall press
for early action. Do you want someone from your office in that
group?



December 30, 1969

FOR: Dr. Kissinger

FROM: Peter Flanigan

Re the attached memorandum from you, I support

your recommendation that Borman's memorandum

be forwarded to Mr. Pollack. I note that you will

"press for early action. " It is not necessary that

someone from my office be included in this group.

1 CC: Mr. Whitehead



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER FLANIGA

FROM : Henry A. Kissinger

SUBJECT: Foreign Astronauts and the U.S. Space Program

I have reviewed Colonel Frank Borman's memorandum on foreign
astronauts' participation in our space program which you sent to
me for comment. I agree with the essentials of the memorandum
with one exception, which has to do with procedure. Colonel Borman
suggests that Presidential instruction to Dr. Paine will suffice to
get the program going. While this is certainly one way of getting the
ball rolling, I would recommend another method which will achieve
the same objective.

At Presidential direction an interagency group has been formed to
study and make recommendations on all aspects of international
space cooperation. Included in the group are representatives of
State, Defense, NASA, OST, the Space Council, and my staff. I
recommend that Colonel Borman's memorandum be forwarded to
Mr. Herman Pollack, State/SCI, Chairman of the interagency
group, as a matter pertinent to his responsibility. I shall press
for early action. Do you want someone from your office in that
group?
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• By Thomas 0"foole I Mars, it is understood the for his proram, though it is
Washinvon P03L Staff write: 1 President will embrace a hal- understood Ow fiscal 1971 re-

In a special message to the 1 anced, middle-c'f-the'rwd Pim!' quest will not be much larger
nation Tuesday, President with major emphasis on i!gram,
Nixon will outline America's ! development of a manned t 

than the $3.7 billion the space ,

goals in he space for t next 1C0 space station that can stay in: 
ar.:ency ieceived In fiscal 1970.

I Space for . v,eeks and even: 
But the big question is not

years. •i next year's budget request, It
While it will be the first :months at a time. I is the budget for the next five

presidential space proclama-1 Together with the space sta-
tion since President Kennedy ; tion, Mr. Nixon probably 

will lyears.
If the President asks for a

made it a national goal to land' urge development of a reusa-,
start on both the space station

men on the moon, Mr. NiNon ble shuttle craft to ferry men . and the shuttle, these two
is expected to spring no such and supplies from earth to . .

surprises. i space. 
, projects alone will cost $10
' billion or more.

Instead of calling for a spe- V It is not clear how much ,

cifie goal like landing men on; money the President will ask See SPACE, Alt), Col. 1



Should the timetable for
their development and flight
lie in the next decade, then
heavy spending on these pro-
grams will have to begin in
1971, or 1972 at the latest.

• If budgets for these pro-
grams do not show a steep in-
crease next year or the year
after, then two other questions
crop up. Where does it leave ,
the Apollo program to landV
eight more crews on the
moon? And where does it
leave the 4!kpolio Applications!
Program, which has three
earth orbital flights planned.
for the next three years?
No matter what Mr. Nixon

does, he must formulate a
space program that. will keep
the Cape Kennedy launch fa-
cilities from mothballs--and a
minimum of two manned
flights a year is needed for
that..
But to save money for the

new space station and space
shuttle programs, the Presi-
dent may decide to scrap the
last four Apollo flights to the
moon. This move would divert
as much as S1 billion to other
programs, since it would save
$250 million on each of the
four Saturn 5 moon rockets
needed to power the flights.
The President might also

scrub the three Apollo Appli-
cations flints, though this
move would not save anything
like Si billion.

Space sources consider ei-
ther one. of these measures
drastic, since they might have
the effect of temporarily shut-

ting down Cape Kennedy.
Despite the new emphasis

tn space statton5 and shuttles.
the earliest the space station
will fly is 1976 and the earliest
probeb'.e cine for the ShUttle
is 1073. Without an Apollo or

an Apollo Applications pro-

gram to fill in the caps, Cape

Kennedy might go without a

manned flint for as long as

three years.



December 16, 1969

To: Marge

From: Eva

Mr. Whitehead has discussed the attached
with Magruder and they are in basic agree-
ment and think either Mr. Flanigan or
Mr. Whitehead should call Tom Paine
immediately so that he knows this is in

the mill and doesn't hear from other sources.

Mr. Whitehead thinks this reflects the
comments Mr. Flanigan had — if not,
ask him to call Tom as soon as possible.

Also, Torn wanted me to remind you that
he is meeting with Governor Scranton at
6 o'clock and he needs to talk with Mr. Flanigan
before that meeting -- on the phone is 0.K.

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526, Sec.

LA,2_, NARA, Date
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Description:

Objective:

President:

Press Coverae:

Follow-up:

PLAN

SPACE STATEMENT

December 16, 1969

A Presidential statement on the 
general planning

for the next decade in space and
 general coverage

of important FY 71 space decisio
ns, Thursday,

December 18th.

To state to the public the genera
l direction of the

future space program, to annou
nce several _Admin-

istration initiatives, and to associ
ate the President

with the future of the space p
rogram — see attached

briefing paper.

A short statement by the Preside
nt for the press in

the Roosevelt Room immediatel
y prior to the re-

lease.

In addition to the President's 
statement, the Vice

President should accompany the 
President. Drs.

Paine, DuBridge and Flanigan 
should be available

to answer questions. -- Ziegl
er

Strong endorsement from ALA,
 ElA, major con-

tractors, etc. -- Colson

Have series of statements for
 Astronauts to use in

public appearances. -- Klein

Have Astronauts and Dr. Pain
e on news shows after

message. -- Klein

• Advance briefing for space c
ommittees in Congress.

Harlow

Have NASA give a special bri
efing for space writers.

Do in both Washington and 
Houston. -- Klein

Have short speeches prepare
d for comment on

Hill. -- Nofziger

Prepare for wide distribution 
information on the

application of space technology 
to earth technology. --

Klein
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Preparation of a draft for the President's use
in his 10-minute appearance. -- Keogh
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• .DRAFT OUTLINE' 12/12/69 

President's Statement on Our Next Decade in S_pace

.Here we are: Two successful visits to the Moon

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; _worthwhile in and
.of itself.
Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,
matter and nature.
Applications -- turning space science and technology
to economics and social benefit here on 

earth...

Space as both: an adventure for the present
an investment in th'e future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an
adventure for all mankind.
But it was also a vehicle for developing'a space
exploration capability.

••:. •

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned — and
must now shift our focus to a continuing program of
exploration and application; space exploration will
be a part of our lives for the rest of time; we must 
now make it a continuing process rather than a series
of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space
Task Group, I have decided on the following rra.jor
program goals and initiatives for the next decade in
space:

1. the moon
The Apollo manned landings should be paced at a
rate to maximize scientific return, consistent with
the minimum launch rate for safety and reliability.

2....E:Lcplore the planets and the solar system 
During the next decade, we will launch scientific
spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the
vast space between. We will attempt to land an unmanned
spacecraft on Mars in 1973. New scientific satellites
also will be. launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 
An Experimental Space Station built from Apollo
technology will begin operational missions in the next
few years. By the middle of the next decade, men
will be working in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in spade
In the next decade we will begin to design an even'
longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve both
as a near-earth space station and a building block for
manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on
the planet Mars as a part of this program.

5. Expand earth applications
Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources
Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next
decade a vigorous program to emphasize a wide range
of new applications of space technology. Meteorology,
communications, navigation, and air traffic control also
will be explored.

6. Lower the costs of sza:ce launches 
Our recently developed rocket technology will provide
a reliable launch capability through the next decade.
The production of Sa.tu.rn. V launch vehicles will be

• suspended in view of the planned rate of lunar exploration
and our current inventory of 8 vehicles; it can be resumed
at any time in the future as the need arises. We will
continue our research to make possible even lower costs
for launching space payloads in the future. We will .begin
to design a space shuttle that will be re-usable to provide
frequent, reliable, and low-cost launches for a wide
range of space payloads.

7. Expand international cooperation
Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should
be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit
space for national purposes, but to share it. Our
progress will be faster and our accomplishments will
be greater if all nations Work together, both in contributing
resources and in sharing results.
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This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We

_will seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady

progress consistent with other pressing national priorities. In

addition, we hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and

move some accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new world. Mankind has entered a.. new era: For the rest of history,

We will be men from the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves

accordingly.



Description:

Objective:

President:

Press Coverage:

Follow-up:

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526, Sec. 3.3h

, NARA, Date (

PLAN

SPACE STATEMENT

December 16, 1969

A Presidential statement on the general planning

for the next decade in space and general coverage

of important FY 71 space decisions, Thursday,

December 18th.

To state to the public the general direction of the

future space program, to announce several Admin-

istration initiatives, and to associate the President

with the future of the space program — see attached

briefing paper.

A short statement by the President for the press in

the Roosevelt Room immediately prior to the re-

lease.

In addition to the President's statement, the Vice

President should accompany the President. Drs.

Paine, DuBridge and Flanigan should be available

to answer questions. -- Ziegler

Strong endorsement from ALA, ELA, major con-

tractors, etc. -- Colson

Have series of statements for Astronauts to use in

public appearances. -- Klein

Have Astronauts and Dr. Paine on news shows after

message. -- Klein

Advance briefing for space committees in Congress.

Harlow

Have NASA give a special briefing for space writers.

Do in both Washington and Houston. -- Klein

Have short speeches prepared for comment on

Hill. -- Nofziger

Prepare for wide distribution information on the

application of space technology to earth technology. -

Klein
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Preparation of a draft for the President's use

in his 10-minute appearance. -- Keogh
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• President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space

.Here we are: Two successful visits to the Moon

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and
of itself.
Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,

matter and nature.
Applications -- turning space science and technology

to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present
an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an

adventure for all mankind.

But it was also a vehicle for developing a space

exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- an.d.404,4

must now shift our focus to a continuing programl,of

exploration and application; space exploration will

be a part of our lives for the rest of time; we must

now make it a continuing process rather than a series

of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space

Task Group, I have decided on the following major

program goals and initiatives for the next decade in

space:
1. Explore the moon

The Apollo manned landings should be paced at a

rate to maximize scientific return, consistent with

the minimum launch rate for safety and reliability.

2. _Explore the planets and the solar s stei

During the the next decade, we v7-i-il launch scientific

spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the

vast space between. We will attempt to land an unmanned-
spacecraft on Mars in 1973. New scientific satellites

1,r f/„....7. also will be launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man ri)
An Experimental Space Station ifttilia.rerrrApollo

technology will begin operational missions in the next
few years. By the middle of the next decade, men

will be working in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in space

In the next decade we will begin to d sign an even

longer-lived Space Station Module at will serve both

as a near-earth space station an. a buildiyg pck for

maimed interplanetary travel. Yie will
the planet Mars z

5. Expand earth applications
Beginning with P development of an Earth Resources

Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next

decade a vigorous program to emphasize a wide range

of new applications of space technology. Meteorology,

nav...124on, and air traffic 7.,,n_rol

ed. •

6. Lower the costs of s launches 

Our iPar-eall developed rocket echn lo y will provide

a reliable launch capability
The production of Saturn V launch vehicles will be

suspended in view of the planned rate of lunar exploration

and our current inventory of 8 vehicles; it can be resumed

at any time in the future as the need arises. We will

continue our research to make possible even lower costs

for launching space payloads in the future. We will begin

to design a space shuttle that will, be re-usable to provide

nt, reliable, and low-cost launches for i a w).de

range of space payloads. 0-o04

Md.—Pt
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Space exploration and benefits here on earth should

ure for all mankind. Abir-P---4e-ii-eit
Our

7. Expand international cooperation

progress will be faster and our accomplishments will

be greater if all nations .tvork together, both in contributing

resources and in sharing results.

datia
to-
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This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to xten I our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earl .
the b2nrit4A We

will seek to provide a -€4.1.11..ie level of expenditures te enables toady
1,d(-

progressyconsistent with other pressing national priorities. 441--'
II • •
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The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. Mankind has entered new era: For the rest of history,

we will be men from  the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves

accordingly.
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WASHINGTON
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FOR: TOM WHITEHEAD r
FROM: JEB MAGRUDER

Attached are three examples of our pia r4in

If you could outline your plan in this form

I would like to go over your ideas with you

on Monday.

Attached
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E.O. 13526, Sec.

NAFtA, Date



Description:

Objective:

President:

December 11, 1969

PLAN _

ANNUAL REPORT 1969

A series of events and activities calculated to

demonstrate and depict the accomplishments

of the Nixon Administration in their first year

of office.

To expose the public to an Administration

interpretation of its successes and failures in

1969.

Live television broadcast with the President

being interviewed by representatives from each

of the networks. Duration, one hour. Question-

ing to be limited to subjects germain to 1969.

Press Coverage: Arrange with networks for time and panel. -

Ziegler

Follow-up:

CONFIDENTIAL

1. Hold a press backgrounder in the White House

on December 11th or 12th to discuss year-end

accomplishments of the Administration.

Select specific representatives of the press to

attend. Utilize Kissinger on foreign affairs

and Ehrlichman, Garment, and Harlow on

domestic affairs. -- Ziegler/Klein

2. Develop a year-end report on the Administra-

tion's accomplishments. This will be in two

forms: (a) a detailed report of approximately

25 pages for use by speakers, editors and

columnists who want information in consider-

able depth; and (b) a brief hard-hitting sum-

mary of no more than six pages. -- Keogh

3. Develop a briefing book for the President's

live television broadcast with network com-

mentators to cover their questions about

failures as well as discussion of accomplish-

ments. -- Keogh
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4. Prepare several speeches or speech inserts

or outlines for use by Administration spokes-

men. -- Keogh/Klein

5. Modify briefing book to serve as summary
to be mailed to editors and commentators. --

Keogh/Klein

6. During period December 15th-30th, arrange

National and local television appearances for

key Cabinet members to discuss end of year

summary. -- Klein

7. During period December 15th-30th, develop

regional and local television opportunities

for sub-Cabinet level officials. -- Klein

8. During period December 15th-30th, arrange

National television appearances for key White

House staff. -- Klein/Ziegler

9. During period December 15th-30th, place a

large number of White House staff and sub-

Cabinet officers as speakers addressing

various assemblies and forums. Klein!
Ziegler

10. Arrange to have wrap-up done by AP, UP,

and news magazines. -- Klein

11. Make special effort to get high level women

and ethnic appointees speaking about the

Administration from their point of view.

Klein/Brown

12. Prepare a movie from available footage and

illustrate the Administration in action. -

Klein

CONFIDENTIAL
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13. Deliver facts kits to Republican Congress-

men and encourage them to write and speak

on the accomplishments of the Administration.

Select key members and arrange speaking

engagements for them. -- Nofziger/Klein/

Keogh

14. Create a press kit with photos and summaries

of the "year in review" for the First Family,

with the firsts of the social year included, by

Wednesday. -- Stuart

15. Mobilize the Republican Governors to promote

the deeds of the Nixon Administration at the

Republican Governors Conference, Hot Springs,

Arkansas, December llth-13th. -- Dent

16. Deliver facts kits to all State party organiza-

tions. -- Dent

17. Utilize the Vice President to press the more

partisan accomplishments of the President

and to explain the achievements with the infer-

ence that the "Democrats couldn't have done

this". -- Blair

18. Have year-end report included in a special

issue of The Republican. -- Klein

Project Manager -- Magruder

CONFIDENTIAL
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PLAN

December 11, 1969

PRESIDENT'S TROOP WITHDRAWAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

Description: The President will provide a report on Vietnam

developments since his November 3rd speech

and announce the next troop withdrawal increment

of his Vietnamization program.

Objectives: To capitalize on the support generated by the

November 3rd speech.

To provide a direct Presidential report to the

people on Vietnam developments since

November 3rd -- both the bad news and the good.

To emphasize the President does have a plan 

which is working, and that his troop withdrawal

decisions are based on thorough, methodical

investigation and evaluation of all relevant

factors (3 criteria, etc. ).

To focus attention on the progress (Vietnamization

and Pacification) being made by the South Viet-

namese in assuming a larger share of the burden.

To reemphasize that it is the inflexibility and

intransigence of the Communists which is block-

ing a negotiated settlement; that the President

remains convinced that negotiations represent the

quickest and best path to peace but lacking a will-

ingness by the Communists to enter meaningful

negotiations, he will continue to actively pursue

the Vietnamization alternative.

President: 10 minutes.

Press Coverage: The President will deliver the statement from

his Oval Office. Dr. _Kissinger will give a 30

minute backgrounder for the press in the Roosevelt

Room ahead of time. - Ziegler

ADMINISTRATWELY CONTMEltrtert
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Follow-up:

NI T Y

Immediate:

Prepare material from statement for Hill

distribution. - Nofziger

Have laudatory statements from Senators and

Congressmen heralding President's decision and

expressing confidence that announcement should

dispel any doubts that the President is following

a well thought out plan. - Nofziger

Arrange interviews by the networks with

Secretary Laird which can be used on the evening

news shows following a replay of the President's

statement. - Klein

Schedule Secretary Laird on the TODAY Show

the day after the statement. - Klein

Have South Vietnamese Ambassador Bui Diem

appear on news shows to emphasize cooperative

nature of Vietnamization Program and South

Vietnamese resolve to assume that portion of the

burden carried by the U.S. - Klein/Kissinger

Future:

Do special letter to Douglas Committee and mem-

bers of Freedom Foundation group which recently

visited Vietnam, enclosing statement and encour-

aging speeches and statements by members of

groups, emphasizing their own eye-witness know-

ledge of progress being made in Vietnamization

and pacification. - Colson

Have Dick Garbett run statement as feature in

next issue of RNC's "Monday". - Klein
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Highlight change in Vietnam policy and situation

after one year of RN leadership with news

columnists, news magazines and editors. - Klein

Have Dr. Kissinger's office update Vietnam fact

sheet (e.g., Situation on January 20, 1969/

Situation Today) for wide distribution on Hill. -

Hodek

Project Managers - Hodek/Butterfield

IctrIVrINIST-RATIV1] I., Y—CON FID N-1 IA ,
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

GAME PLAN 

GOVERNORS CONFERENCE

Description:

Objective:

President:

Press Coverage:

Follow-up:

Governors' Conference on December 3, 1969,

including families, on narcotics and drugs.

Collateral discussions with Governors on foreign

affairs/domestic affairs generally.

To demonstrate great Presidential concern

with problem of drug abuse and alert Governors

and their families to the facts about drug abuse

and the Administration's efforts to stop drug

abuse.

25 minutes. (Hopefully adjusted to include all

of morning session.)

Full coverage, plus press conference by Governot:

Chairman and GOP Governor Chairman. - Ziegler

Immediate:

1. Have Justice Department develop speech out-

line to be made available to Administration

spokesmen speaking prior to the Conference.

Krogh and Klein

2. Have packet prepared for each Governor,

including proposed press release on why the

Governor is coming; a letter to the Governor

from Governor Boe pointing out that this is a

non-partisan meeting on a vital subject and

urging their maximum support and publicity.

Boe and Klein

3. Ask 25 women's editors from major news-

papers to attend to write the family aspect of

the event. - Klein

4. Ask 25 newspapers to send their most qualified

reporters in this area. - Klein
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5. Make press conference facilities available

for attending Governors after the session

and urge them to make use of them. - Ziegler

6. Make available to Governors and to

Administration spokesmen immediately after

the conference a summary of what was dis-
cussed and what was decided. - Klein

7. Ask Department of Defense to make special

effort to get wide showing of its film on

narcotics between now and the end of the

Congressional session. - Krogh

8. As part of pre-conference effort to point out

the need for the conference, it is suggested

that some hard news be supplied in the period

between now and the conference, i. e., major

narcotics raid, progress report on dealings '

with dope centers such as Turkey and Mexico,

release of new statistics. - Krogh

9. Put remarks Linkletter made at White House

regarding his daughter's death into pamphlet

form and distribute at the conference. - Klein

10. Advance speeches and information for

Congressional use. - Nofziger

11. Have cameras and pool coverage for morning

session and Vice President's remarks. -

Ziegler

Future:

1. Have follow-up conference with youth after the

Governors' Conference on narcotics. - Krogh

and Garment

2. Continue working with Linkletter on outside

appearances. - }<rein
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3. Have copies of morning session sent to
editors, Congressmen, Senators, and
Governors with a cover letter from the

President. - Klein

4. Have outside groups concerned with narcotics

mailed copy of morning session with copy of

letter from President. - Colson

Project Manager - Krogh


